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Above: Sheila Keefe, Alexandria, VA. Nativity Tryptich.
1985, mixed media on wood , 12 x 24 inches open, 12
x 12 inches closed.
Cover: Sheila Keefe, Alexandria, VA. Mary with j esus.
1985, mixed media on wood, 14 V2 x l4 V2 inches.
Sheila Keefe's "Contemporary Icons" are on exhibit at
Valparaiso University's Chapel of the Resurrection and
Union from December l, 1985 to February 9, 1986.
Reminiscent of small medieval altarpieces, they are
dark pieces touched with brightness. There are hinged
triptychs open in g to mysterious interiors, as well as flat
panels. Modest and reserved in size and technique,
they nevertheless win interest, convince and invite
RHWB
meditation and prayer.
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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
Down from the Summit
It would be spiritually comforting if the dovetailing
of the end of the Geneva summit with the beginning
of the Christmas season offered hope that this year's
invocations of peace on earth might suggest more than
ritual assurance and transcendent aspiration. But
Geneva brought no substantial changes in U.S.-Soviet
relations and no prospects of any imminent alteration
in the nuclear stalemate that defines the military relationship between the great powers. The comforts
and joys of Christmas •·emain sufficient unto themselves, but they will not this year be enhanced, as some
had hoped they might be, by intimations of a new
spirit of international cooperation.
This is not to say that the summit was a failure. It
could be seen to seem so only by those who held unrealistic expectations for it in the first place. The very
fact that the summit was held , that it did not break up
in rancor, and that through it Ronald Reagan and
Mikhail Gorbachev were able to gain better knowledge
and understanding of each other made the meeting a
stabilizing event in itself. No realist expected from
Geneva peace in our time, and it is enough that we
emerge from it even marginally further removed from
conflict than we were when we went in.
Still, many people will find it difficult to suppress a
murmur of disappointment that the summit did not
accomplish more. The only specific agreement concerned renewal of the cultural exchanges shut off by
the Carter Administration after the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan in 1979. In addition, the two sides indicated general consensus in opposition to proliferation
of nuclear arms and the production and use of chemical weapons. They decided to resume direct air service between the two countries and to open new consulates in Kiev and New York City. They also decided
to meet again in each of the next two years, thus keeping open the possibility of more far-reaching agreements in the future. Yet on such major issues as arms
control, regional disputes, and human rights the joint
statement issued at the end of the conference dealt
only in pious ambiguities.
The inability of the United States and the Soviet
Union to find more in the way of common agreement
on specific issues reflects the enormity of the gap that
separates the two societies in their political assumpDecember, 1985

tions and philosophical values. It is depressing to consider that the Cold War is now some 40 years old,
more depressing still to contemplate, as we must, its
indefinite extension into the future. Many of those in
the West grown weary of the conflict attribute its continuation to mutual misunderstanding, rigidity, and
paranoia. But such analysis, for all its veneer of Olympian sophistication (what fools these superpower mortals be), can only persuade those who maintain a wi ll ful blindness to the conflict of values that is the heart
of the matter. American and Russia d isagree about
specific events because we disagree about the shape
the world ought to take , and concerning that fundamental disagreement no end is in sight or can even
easily be imagined.
Those who think that the differences between the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. come down to a matter of fai led
communications-as in the manner of a marriage
counselor advising an estranged couple that they need
only to understand each other's needs more fullymisconstrue the nature of the problem. The better
that Americans and Russians comprehend each other
the more apparent their differences will become. It requires a particu larly innocent form of liberalism to reduce American-Soviet differences to the categories of
interpersonal psychology.
It remains the case, of course, that whatever their
differences the superpowers must keep the conflict between them within manageable bounds. In a nuclear
age, the traditional assumption that war is a natural
extension of diplomacy requires radical reth inki ng.
Nuclear conflict is unthinkable, and since any armed
Soviet-American conflict wou ld run the risk of escalation to uncontrollable levels, it is imperative that both
sides exercise restraint in their relations and that they
search for ways to minimize chances of confrontation .
In that connection, the greatest single source of disappointment over the summ it concerned the fai lure of
the two sides to make any progress on arms control.
Although both sides have agreed in principle to a 50
per cent reduction in strategic weapons, they did not
at Geneva get down to narrowing their differences as
to how that reduction is to be defi ned and implemented. Much of the blame for that-and not just
from Soviet sources-has been laid at the feet of President Reagan.
The Soviet Union has insisted that no progress m
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arms control can occur unless the United States gives
up research on Mr. Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). SDI-"star wars" in popular parlance-is
the space-based anti-ballistic missile defense system
that President Reagan has proposed as a way of
guaranteeing that the U.S. be protected against the
threat of a first strike from the Soviet Union. Those
opposed to SDI see it as destabilizing in that it upsets
the logic of MAD (mutually-assured destruction).
The logic of MAD is that both the Soviet Union and
the United States understand that the other has sufficient nuclear power as to be able to absorb a first
strike and still respond with enough power to destroy
the enemy. According to this argument, SDI upsets
the nuclear balance by promising the ability to launch
a first strike against the opposition and withstand, because of SDI, any threat of retaliation. President
Reagan has offered to share SDI technology with the
Soviet Union and thus eliminate the fear of its being
used for offensive purposes, but the Soviet response
has been entirely skeptical.
Many of those who oppose SDI find themselves in
an ironic and embarrassing position. For years critics
on the Left have opposed MAD as morally intolerable.
Surely, they have said, we can do better than to preserve the peace only by threatening to annihilate each
other's civilian population. Now SDI promises an alternative to MAD, and yet peace activists find themselves
searching desperately to prove that SDI cannot work
or, even if it can, that it should not be allowed to.
Agnosticism as to SDI is entirely understandable.
We cannot know if it is feasible or whether its costs,
even if it is feasible, make it practicable. But the arguments against it on the basis of its destabilizing qualities appear questionable. If it can work-and it would
not have to be 100 per cent effective to make it a
stable deterrent-then we would have a protection
against Soviet nuclear blackmail that would be comfortably persuasive.
The Soviet Union might feel threatened by SDI, but
it is difficult to see how that sense of threat would
translate into nuclear instability. Does anyone really
believe that the Russians, prior to our promised installation of SDI, would launch a first strike against us because they feared that delaying to do so might increase
our ability to withstand such an attack? They might
well worry that installation of SDI would be preliminary to our own launching of a first strike against
them, but it is difficult to believe that they would be
so worried-or so reckless-as to initiate a pre-emptive
nuclear attack. If we assume that the Russians are rational, we can assume that they will not commit national suicide-knowing that, SDI or no SDI, we have
sufficient second-strike capability-simply in order to
4

make a political point or out of fear of the worst contingency.
It is difficult in any case to see what, beyond political symbolism, a 50 per cent reduction of existing
weapons would achieve. We would still be captured by
the madness of MAD, we would still retain the capacity to destroy the earth many times over. Nothing essential would change. Barring the total elimination of
nuclear weapons (and who believes that nuclear armaments can somehow be disinvented?) we have to learn
how best to cope with the absurdity that such absolute
weapons of destruction have introduced into our lives.
Perhaps MAD is the best that we can do, but we
should not lightly dismiss the possibility that we can do
better. Since, under present circumstances, the conditions of MAD will prevail whatever the particulars of
arms control, we should not allow Soviet intransigence
to stampede us into premature dismissal of a possible
alternative. We will only know whether or not SDI is
feasible after an extensive research program. SDI
might, as its critics claim, only start a new round of the
arms race, but it could also bring the logic of the arms
race to an end, at least in terms of strategic weapons.
It offers enough promise that it is worth pursuing.
Even if it is a very long shot, the possibility of eventual
deliverance from nuclear threat should be granted
every benefit of doubt.
All of which brings us back to our reaction to the
summit. Geneva did not offer us assurance of enduring peace or of an end to our conflict with the Soviet
Union. It left us with the uncomfortable ambiguities of
cold war that we have so long endured. But those ambiguities we have no choice but to live with.
The Soviet Union remains our implacable enemy,
strategically and morally. It still sees itself as on the
side of history, a history moving inexorably, if not always evenly, in the direction of socialist revolution. As
Mr. Gorbachev reminded Mr. Reagan at Geneva, the
U.S.S.R. is committed by its very nature to support of
"movements of national liberation." Those movements
are everywhere the enemies of freedom , and we for
our part have no honorable choice but to resist them .
It is our dilemma that we must do so without putting the life of the planet at intolerable risk. That
seems at times an overwhelming burden, but it is useful to remind ourselves that we have borne it for some
time now without either blowing up the world or sacrificing our principles. We have no choice but to
persevere.
That persevering will remain morally problematic.
Self-righteousness must be resisted at all costs. But so
also must the illusion that between our political values
and theirs there does not exist a massive moral difference and a necessary moral choice.

••
••
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Renu Juneja

POETS, MADMEN, AND LOVERS
The Psychology of Madness in Shakespeare

Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet
Are of imagination all compact.
One sees more devils than vast hell can hold;
That is the madman. The lover, all as frantic,
Sees Helen's beauty in a brow of Egypt.
The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
Theseus, A Midsummer Night 's Dream, V.i.4-13

Despite its bland familiarity, Theseus' statement that
the lover, the madman, and the poet share a particular
affinity remains intriguing. Observation may testify to
a certain eccentricity in behavior of all three, and certainly some immature lovers in the throes of passion
are given to execrable rhyming, but what is the correlation between poetic genius and insanity? Or to rephrase the question for my purpose: Does the artist,
in this instance Shakespeare, have any special insight
into madness that goes beyond the common perceptions of his age?
The issue is complex because post-Freudian interpretations of Shakespeare, stemming from Ernest
Jones' reading of Hamlet, have thrown open the doors
of controversy. For the textual purists, psychoanalytic
interpretation is a ridiculous irrelevancy; the sixteenthcentury Shakespeare could not have known and therefore not intended a post-Freudian study of human
character. For others, the question of intentionality is
a red herring, for while the author's consciousness
may fashion p lot and character, the well-springs are in
his unconscious, in the ever-flowing waters of human
impulse.

Renu Juneja, a prolific scholar, teaches English at Valparaiso University. Her most recent contribution to The Cresset,
"The Gandhian Paradox: Religion and Nonviolence in Modern India," appeaTed last February.
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There is a way of side-stepping this sharp distinction
between what modern psychoanalysis infers from the
text and what Shakespeare understood of human
psychology derived from Elizabethan theory. We could
acknowledge that while Shakespeare need not have,
could not have, consciously invented elements of modern psychological theories, he may, nevertheless, have
discovered aspects of the unconscious which correspond surprisingly with modern psychoanalytic
theorems extracted from dreams, madness, repressions, and subliminal desires. The test of such a claim
must be to isolate aspects of character and motivation
particu larly crucial to current psychiatry but unwarranted by Elizabethan psychological theory. This is the
line of investigation I will pursue with Shakespeare's
rendering of madness in two plays, Hamlet and King
Lea?".
II

Shakespeare is specially attentive to abnormal states
of mind, particularly insanity, but this is a fascination
he shares with his age. We have extensive evidence for
the contemporary popularity of Bethlehem Hospital
for the insane, or Bedlam as it was common ly called,
as a place of amusement. For a charge of only a penny
or twopence, visitors would be entertained by the antics of the inmates. The two seventeenth-century
diarists, John Evelyn and Samuel Pepys, record their
visits to Bedlam. Evelyn's report, dated April 27, 1657,
is the more interesting in linking, like Theseus, poets
and insanity: "I stepped into Bedlam, where I saw several poor miserable creatures in chains; one of them
was mad with making verses."
At a more sophisticated level, melancholy (both a
psychological and a medical term for acute depression)
exercised a strange fascination for the Elizabethans.
The condition was copiously dissected; Burton's
Anatomy of Melancholy is only the fullest and most
meditative treatment. And the association of melancholy, frenzy, and madness with genius gave these
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maladies a certain prestige and charm. Numerous mad
folk inhabit the plays of Shakespeare's contemporaries,
indicating a persistent and conscious interest in mental
pathology among playwrights and their audiences.
Shakespearean studies of madness are, however, distinctive in two aspects: He alone links madness with
sexual anxiety, 1 and, more so than his contemporaries,
he chooses to delineate the borderline between madness and normality.
Despite King James' fondness for demonology, Renaissance psychologists had moved beyond the
medieval notion of insanity as "devil's sickness." Thus,
Reginald Scot, in Discoverie of Witchcraft (1584), argued
for a more humane treatment of witches because their
delusions and hallucinations were usually caused by
mental illness. But theory had not yet accommodated
itself to scientific facts like Harvey's discovery of the
circulation of blood (1617), which would deal a deathblow to the old psychology. For all the variety of doctrines and complexity of detail, psychological theories
in the Renaissance were derived from two related
strains of thought-what we might term the Aristotelian psychology of the three souls (Vegetable, Animal
or Sensible, and Rational), and the Galenic theory of
four humors (Blood which was like air, hot and moist;
Choler which was like fire, hot and dry; Phlegm which
was like water, cold and moist; and Melancholy which
was like earth, cold and dry). 2
Renai sance adaptations of Aristotle imagined a
hierarchy of faculties within man. Man alone possessed
reason but, as a consequence of the Fall, lower faculties could rebel against reason. Milton describes the effects of Adam's and Eve's transgression:
They sat them down to weep, nor only Tears
Rain'd at their Eyes, but high Winds worse within
Began to rise, high Passions, Anger, Hate,
Mistrust, Suspicion, Discord , and shook sore
Their inward State of Mind , calm Region once
And full of Peace, now toss't and turbulent:
For Understanding rul 'd not, and the Will
Hea•·d not her lore, both in subjection now
To sensual Appetite, who from beneath
Usurping over sovereign Reason claim'd
Superior sway:
Paradise Lost, IX, 1121 -3 1
1

I can only think of one possible exception which may not even
be an exception. ln Fletcher's Two Noble Kinsmen, a play in
which Shakespeare reputedly also had a hand , the Jailor's
daughter is driven mad by unrequited love. Like Ophelia, she
sits knee-deep in a lake with garlands woven in her hair and
sings snatches of song. During her madness, she, too, is given
to sexual imaginings, although neither as resonant nor as potent as Ophelia's.
2
For accounts of Renaissance mental sciences see R.L. Anderson,
Elizabethan Psychology and Shakespeare's Plays; J .B. Bam borough ,
The Little World of Man; Irving I. Edgar, ShakesfJearP, Medicine
and Psychiatry; E.A. Peers, Eliza.bethan Drama and Its Mad Folk;
and R.R. Reed , Bedlam on the Jacobean Stage.
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The Vegetable soul was limited to the processes of
growth, nutrition, and reproduction. But the Sensible
soul, with its powers of Apprehension and Motion dependent on Common Sense (selecting and combining
the reports of the five senses), Imagination, and Memory, could be the root of mental disorder. Here, as we
might suspect, Imagination was likely to be the most
troublesome. Indeed, its propensity to run unchecked
forms the basis of Theseus' comparison between the
"seething brains" of lovers, madmen, and poets. Imagination could disrupt the sway of reason by its ability
to arouse strong passions. It could also summon up
pictures of absent objects and combine images from
memory to produce unreal phantasms. Thus, a combination of violent passions and heated imagination was
likely to cause mad delusions and hallucinations.
The disease of madness, then, was often analyzed as
a perturbation caused by unmanageable passions in
·works of Renaissance psychologists like Thomas
Wright (Passions of the Mind in Generall, 1601), Timothy
Bright (Treatise of Melancholy, 1586), and Nicholas
Coeffeteau (A Table of Humane Passions, 1621). The
writings of laymen reflect this understanding. Joseph
Hall, the satirist, writes that there is
no difference between anger and madness, but continuance;
for, raging anger is a shon madness. What else argues the
shaking of the hands and lips, paleness, or redness, or swelling of the face, glaring of the eyes, stammering of tongue,
stamping of the feet, unsteady motions of the whole body,
rash actions we remember not to have done, distracted and
wild speeches?
Holy Observations in W01·ks, 148

Such a conception survives today in our use of the
phrase "mad at me."
Not only the prolonging of a single violent passion
but also the conflict of passions could cause the disruption of madness. Thus, for the Elizabethans, the
stress of conflicting emotions like joy and grief, anger
and love, or envy and jealousy could produce a severe
internal strain leading to insanity. And since the heart
was the seat of passions, the strain was felt as a leaping, swelling, or bursting of heart. Palpitations of the
heart signified an excess of emotion and could lead to
hysteria or what the Elizabethans called "mother."
Leontes, in The Winter's Tale, speaks of having "T,·emor Cordis" on him , "my heart dances /But not for joy:
not joy" (l.ii.ll0-1 ). Lear, on the verge of madness,
exclaims: "0 how this mother swells up towards my
heart! !Hysterica passio, down , thou climbing sorrow, I
Thy element's below" (ll,iv.56-8). Of "mother" Jorden
writes (A Briefe Discourse of a Disease called the Suffocation of the Mother, 1603):
This disease is ca lled by diverse names amongst ou r Authors.
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Passio 1-lysterica, Suffocatio, Praefocatio, Strangulatus Uteri,
Caducus rnatricis, etc. In English the Mother, or the Suffoca-

tion of th e Mother, because most commonl y it takes them
with a choaking in the throat; and it is an affect of the Mother
or wombe.

Naturally, it is a disease most appropriate for women
but afflicts men in madness.
The humoral theory derived from Galen complements the theory originating madness in excess of
passions. Of course, not just mental aberrations but all
forms of illness, including the purely somatic ailments
like gout, were thought to be caused by an imbalance
of humors. The humors were formed in the liver by
a concoction of food and corresponded to the four
elements. After their production in the liver, they
passed into the veins where they mingled.
Each humor had a special affinity for that part of
the body where its element predominated. The predominance of one humor or the corruption of humors
through "putrefaction" was at the root of psychological
imbalance, and bleeding or purging was the prescribed
treatment. All corrupt humors tended towards melancholy (a large term including what we might term depression and complex) and so became linked with insanity, the so-called "calm" madness free of frenzy and
delirium , the fevers of the brain.
The melancholic man was given to cau eless fear
and sorrow, excessive solitariness, insomnia, fearful
dreams, and disturbed imagination .
And even as slime and dirt in a standing puddle,
engender toads and frogs and many unsightly creatures,
so this slimy melanchol y humour still thickenin g
as it Lands still, engendereth man y misshape n objects
in our imaginations.
Nashe, The T errors of N ight in Works 1: 354

Lurentius (A Discourse, 1599) describes the melancholic
man as a savage creature, given to stammering, haunting shadowed places, suspicious, solitary, a man whose
discontent forges a thousand false and vain imaginations.
Renaissance psychologists distinguished many kinds
of melancholy: of the whole body, the head , the bowel . The playwrights are most interested in head
melancholy, for to it could be ascribed "knight's
melancholy" or "heroic melancholy," that IS,
erotomania or madness of love. Unhappy love produced violent grief, and the symptoms of a disappointed lover are often interchangeable with those of
the melancholic person. Hence lovers are likely to lose
appetite, grow pale in the face , tremble, suffer delusion, insomnia, quick changes of mood, convulsions,
and swooning fits .
To return to Theseus' comparison, there is only a
short step between the lover seeing "Helen's beauty in
December, 1985

a brow of Egypt" and the madman eeing "more devils
than the vast hell can hold." Once cool reason gives
way to the passion of love, the lover's frenzy is not too
distinct from true insanity. So Troilus informs us that
he is "mad in Cressida's love." Rosalind speaks of love
as deserving "a dark house and a whip," and Mercutio
says of the love-tormented Romeo that he will "sure
run mad."
As we can see, Shakespeare accepts this link between
love and madness and even his studies of more
genuine insanity owe much to contemporary theories.
To turn to Hamlet, we are never certain of the extent
of Hamlet's madness. Although he refers to it as a
serious affliction at one point, he does not ever lose
full control. His "wild and whirling words" (l.v. l 33)
and uncontrolled emotions do, however, argue for
considerable mental imbalance and his description of
his symptoms corresponds rather closely with that of
the me lancholic man.

For Shakespeare, Hamlet's is not a
causeless melancholy, what we might
term endogenous depression, but one
precipitated by several factors,
including his father's unexpected
death and his mother's overhasty
and incestuous marriage.
His "nighted colour," "inky cloak," and protestations
that he is "too much i' the sun" may be linked to the
melancholic man's predisposition for solitariness and
avoiding of the sun (l.ii.66-77). He confesses that he
suffers depression, denoted by the "windy suspiration
of forc'd breath," "fruitful river in the eye," and "dejected havior of the visage" (I.ii. 79-81 ). Life seems
"weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable," and he is tempted by suicide (l.ii.l29-33). He accuses himself of
lethargy and inability to make decisions, evidences a
certain irritability of temperament, speaks of insomnia
caused by "a kind of fighting" in the heart (V.ii.4), and
suffers from dreadful dreams (II.ii.260).
Significantly, for Shakespeare Hamlet's is not a
causeless melancholy, what we might term endogenous
depression, but one precipitated by several factors like
his father's unexpected death and his mother's overhasty and incestuous marriage. So, too, Ophelia's madness is triggered by her grief over her father's death
and unrequited love-a form of lover's melancholy.
Lear's madness the Elizabethans would regard as
caused by a combination of a choleric nature with effects of dotage which thwart satisfaction of the passion
7

of anger. The choleric humor, being hot and dry, was
likely to become fevered. Lemnius, a contemporary
physician, spoke of the dangers of choler in his The
Touchstone of Complexions-if choler became too much
"enflamed," it was liable to bring the "minde into furious fits, phrentic rages, and brainsicke madness." For
Elizabethans, inordinate passion in Lear has become a
disease.

III
Renaissance mental sciences, however, remain insufficient to explain a recurring pattern in Shakespeare's
depiction of madness: a preoccupation with sexual
matters. While there is some cause for such an obsession in Othello, Hamlet, and perhaps Ophelia, the
presence of outraged sexuality in the mad ravings of
Timon and Lear must cause comment. 3 In Elizabethan
terms this sexuality may be explained as the unleashing of the animal within man once reason is dethroned. Yet we must still wonder why sexual obsession is not described as a common symptom of madness in Renaissance treatises on the subject or
exploited as a convenient symbol of unreason by contemporary dramatists in their rendering of madness.
To focus more closely on my chosen examples, there
is, of course, a clear situational justification. For Hamlet, Gertrude's lust alone is a reasonable explanation
for her marriage to a man who seems so obviously inferior to his father. Hamlet's crude sexual remarks to
Ophelia and his injunction to trust neither his nor her
own sexuality explain Ophelia's reference to sexual
betrayal during her madness. With Lear the motivation is more indirect. It is the sex act which engendered these ungrateful daughters . His present vulnerability must, then, be linked with man's vulnerability to sex, so that betrayal by children becomes, for
him, a sexual betrayal.
Yet these situational explanations remain unsatisfactory on two accounts. They leave us with residual puzzles not easily answered. They don't address the larger
pattern within which sexual obsession is merely one
3

Lady Macbeth's outbursts during the sleep-walking scene remain a possible exception. She is certainly depressed and suffering from what her physician terms an "infected mind," but
can this qualify as a mental illness akin to madness? Nor does
the brief scene give sufficient opportunity to develop all the
symptoms. However, in terms of the analysis I will develop one
fact is worth noticing. Here, too, the psychic imbalance is
caused by conflict of what might be termed masculine and
feminine elements within a personality. A woman of "undaunted mettle," who has suppressed the mother within her,
she is forced by her actions to confront her femininity. She is
upset by Duncan's resemblance to her father and faints on
hearing Macbeth's descriptions of his murder of the grooms.
And her obsessive, "to bed , to bed" (repeated five times) links
the sexual act to her unrest.
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symptom. Why is it necessary that Hamlet transfer his
sexual disgust at Gertrude to Ophelia and then himself? When he directs Ophelia to a nunnery (also a
whorehouse), he has reason to suspect her complicity
with Polonius and Claudius but not her chastity. He is
regarding all kinds of betrayal as sexual betrayal.
When the Ghost has specifically asked Hamlet not to
concern himself with Gertrude we must wonder at the
obsessive compulsion that leads him to verbally rape
Gertrude in the closet scene, so much so that even the
Ghost feels compelled to reappear and redirect Hamlet.
Then, too, why must the delicately modest and passive Ophelia descend to sexual matters when such dislocation in character was hardly warranted by Renaissance psychology? All the observers at the Danish
court assume that grief at her father's death has driven Ophelia mad. But Ophelia must certainly be aware
of her father's folly (he is obviously wrong about Hamlet), and of his unsavory involvement in Danish politics
which leads him to ignore his daughter's feelings and
use her as a decoy. Simple grief in this situation is too
simple an answer. Furthermore, we must ponder at
the connections Ophelia's mind must make between
betrayal by father and lover.
To turn to Lear, at the moment of his diatribe
against lust in women, he has no reason to suspect his
daughters of unchaste behavior. We have been privy
to Goneril's and Regan's lust for Edmund but not
Lear. The sex act may have betrayed Lear to engender
Goneril and Regan but why must he assume women
are Centaurs from waist down? Lear's ravingsBeneath is all the fiend's: there's hell , there's darkness,
There is the sulphurous pit, burning, scalding,
Stench, consumption.
JV.vi. l27-9

-seem not to be a response to the events but an expression of something within. First, by now Lear
knows that he has misjudged Cordelia, so the sex act
which produced Goneril and Regan also produced a
loving, faithful child. Then, too, his language hints at
uncalled-for sexual uncertainties. He calls Goneril a
"degenerate bastard" (I.iv.255). Goneril can only be a
bastard if his wife was unfaithful, for he never hints
at any infidelity on his part. There is yet another instance of half-suppressed doubts of his wife's chastity.
If Regan should not be glad to see him, he "would divorce me from thy mother's tomb" (II.iv.l30-l ). The
appearance of this kind of sexual tension must remain
puzzling in a drama of conflict between generations.
In both plays, there is a common pattern to men's
response to crisis-inducing situations whose link with
insanity must be explored. When they perceive themselves as weak, they also perceive themselves as
The Cresset

feminine. In act two, having seen the player's feigned
passion for Hecuba, Hamlet falls to berating himself
for cowardice, for failing to take action as if he were
"unpregnant" of his cause. He wonders why he must
unpack his heart with words like a whore "and fall
a-cursing like a very drab [prostitute)" (II.iv.597-8).
The implications are clear: To lack courage and ability
to execute action is to be like a woman, even an unfruitful or whorish woman. Manly conduct stands opposed to feminine behavior. Lear, too, accuses himself
of inappropriate behavior when he finds himself expressing emotions like a woman-that is , crying. He
rejects tears as "women's weapons," and regrets that
his daughters have the "power to shake [his] manhood
thus" (II.iv.277 & l.iv.297).

Sexual outrage expressed during
derangement seems linked with

about Hamlet's Oedipal complex, Ophelia's repressed
sexuality, and Lear's incestuous feelings for his daughter. Clinical psychologists speak of Hamlet's bipolar affective disorder, Ophelia's schizoaffective disorder,
and Lear's reactive psychosis.
After decades of debate, the potential for new Freudian interpretations seems exhausted. In any case, current psychological theory-in the work of Eric Erikson, R.D. Laing, Margaret Mahler, and D.W. Winnicot-has shifted its focus to pre-Oedipal stages of
development, and its generative power is already visible in recent psychoanalytic readings of Shakespeare. 4
For a commonsensical reader, and I must consider
myself one, these theories hold more appeal because
they deal with questions of identity and emphasize relations, the very stuff of drama. As Laing writes in The
Politics of Experience,
The metapsychology of Freud ... has no constructs for any
social system generated by more than one person at a
time .. .. This theory has no category of "you." ... It has
no way of expressing the meeting of an "I" with "an other,"
and the impact of one person on another. It has no concept
of "me" except as objectified as "the ego" (41-2).

definitions of the male identity as
opposing the feminine. Shakespeare's
mad heroes go mad in situations where
the woman as a nurturer is absent
due to circumstance or character.
Sexual outrage expressed during derangement
seems linked with definitions of the male identity as
opposing the feminine. Shakespeare's mad heroes go
mad in situations where the woman as a nurturer is
absent due to circumstance or character. Gertrude is
an unsatisfactory mother. Lear's wife is dead; his
daughters not yet mothers; he himself calls curses on
organs of generation. Even the virginal Ophelia is
motherless. And although Timon and Othello fall outside my argument, the same is true of their situation,
while in Lad y Macbeth we have the most profound
perversion of the nurturing mother even as Macbeth
denies mothering to Lady Macduff by making messes
of her generation.

IV
These enigmatic patterns and confusing lacunae
form unconscious stimuli from within the text leading
modern readers to consciously interpret character in
terms that seem to have no existence in the world of
the plays. Or to put it another way, we are offered descriptions of situation and behavior which thwart unequivocal understanding, forcing us to probe the experience which forms the basis of such behavior even
when this experience is neither contained in the play
nor even clearly suggested. Thus, Freudians theorize
December, 1985

In these new psychological theories, the interaction
of the infant with the mother and with other persons
defines the process of development, and individuation
is seen as a movement away from the early subjective
relationships. While there are differences in thinking
among these theorists, sufficient similarity exists to justify a brief recapitulation from only one psychologist:
Margaret Mahler.
According to Mahler, the formation of identity begins with a separation of child from the original symbiotic unity with the mother. The parent must, of
course, aid in this growth of autonomy and for this
trust is necessary. Early development demands that the
child must learn to accept that the world is not magically responsive to his urgent demands. The separation-individuation process is a life-long one and is
often accompanied by recurring traumas of separation.
Crisis can produce two responses: a desire to again
retreat to a unity with the mother; or if the crisis is
associated with the mother (women?), it can cause
fears of re-engulfment leading to denial of others
which is built on fantasies of a powerful autonomous
self. As we can see, the problem is particularly difficult
4

These include Terence Eagleton, Shakespeare and Society; Avi Erlich, Hamlet's Absent Father; Alex Aronson, Psyche and Symbol in
Shakespeare; and Jacques Lacan, "Desire and the Interpretation
of Desire in Hamlet." Two books I am particularly indebted to
are: M.M. Schwartz and C. Khan, Representing Shakespeare and
Coppelia Khan, Man 's Estate: Masculine Identity in Shakespeare.
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for men because their sense of masculine identity must
be defined in terms of difference from the mother
(and the feminine). However, women, too, in their
quest for autonomy suffer the loss of a nurturing
mother, and while their sexual identity is not developed in opposition to the mother, it is still an identity based on difference. And whether it is the overwhelmingly patriarchal culture of the Renaissance or
our more subtly patriarchal Barbie-doll culture, separation and difference from the male dominate the
consciousness of the female child. The process of identity formation is inextricably linked with matters of
sexuality. 5

v
How can such theories inform our reading of madness in Shakespeare, especially when experience of infancy drew no attention in Shakespeare's time? We
have already noted a connection between misogyny
and madness in Hamlet and Lear, and sexual license
and madness in Ophelia. What we must establish now
is the link between madness and threats to identity.
That is, not stress of passion but anxiety about identity
causes madness; madness is born of self-doubt. In
each case a crisis sets off the process; what we must
uncover are those elements of the crisis which most
jeopardize the equilibrium of the self.
Ambivalence and threat define Hamlet's world. The
murky, discomfiting opening scene on the castle's ramparts sets the tone. "Who's there?" is the play's opening sentence; not just who are you out there, but also
who am I within? The causes of the crisis are sufficiently clear and need not be rehearsed again. Threats
to life and selfhood come first from the outside but
are quickly transferred within. Note that the danger to
Hamlet's life (from Claudius) comes after such a
danger has been imaged by Hamlet himself in his
speculations on suicide. What needs emphasis is not
the source of the crisis but Hamlet's response. He is
immediately led into an anxious exploration of the
self, so that his madness might well be defined as a descent into self. His soliloquies mark his attempts to define and redefine himself. What kind of son am I?
What kind of man am I?
This is most brave
That I, the son of a dear father murdered,
Prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell,

5

See Margaret Mahler, On Human Symbiosis and the Vicissitudes of
Individuation and The Psychological Birth of the Human Infant;
D.W. Winnicot, The Maturational Process and the Facilitating Environment and Playing and R eality; R.D. Laing, The Divided Self and
The Politics of Experience; Erik Erikson, Childhood and Society.
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Must, like a whore, unpack my heart with words ...
II .ii .594-7

"Am I coward?" he asks. "Who calls me villain"; himself, of course. Is he a bad actor, both in terms of roleplaying (the player's counterfeit passion is more real
than his passion as a revenging son) and of action?
(II.ii.581-2). Is he merely an animal whose "chief good
and market of his time /Be but to sleep and feed?"
(IV.iv.34-5). Should he model himself on Fortinbras?
His name-calling of himself-rogue, peasant, slave,
ass-is an effort to fix an identity now so uncertain.
Significantly, Hamlet's recovery is signalled by a suspension of such questions. With his personality not so
fragmented, his identity more secure, Hamlet can
move away from alienation to relation. Relationships
no longer cause anxiety. He openly confesses, "I loved
Ophelia" (V.i.271). He can see Laertes in terms of interconnection not opposition: "For by the image of my
cause I see /The portraiture of his" (V.ii.77-8). He can
acknowledge Laertes as his brother and embrace him
freely (V .ii.243-53). He may have premonitions of
death, but he is settled into his identity and so ready
to meet the challenge. He has made the transition
from fear of annihilation of self to a realization that
there is nothing to fear.
Hamlet's sense of self is implicated in his mother
and her betrayal threatens this self. It is, therefore,
impossible for him to follow the command of the
ghost to ignore Gertrude. The overcharged emotional
vehemence of the bedroom scene with Gertrude and
its unsavory sexual obsessiveness may denote a defensive maneuver. However valid the charges against his
mother, his tone is a giveaway. Hamlet's condemnation
of Gertrude is necessarily a violent act of separation as
well as a necessary catharsis to free himself. His ambivalent feelings about his mother mirror his ambivalent
feelings about himself.
His rejection of Ophelia also fits both the logic of
the plot and of inner needs. It is another defensive
strategy, again curiously revelatory. He must condemn
his own honesty, and in this scene honesty has largely
sexual implications, because betrayal by the feminine
implicates his masculine identity. He is forced to confess that it "hath made me mad" (IIl.i.l49).
Madness is also a defense mechanism because it allows him to dissociate himself from his actions. He is
not dishonest, merely sanely perceptive, when he tells
Laertes
What I have done
That might your nature, honor, and exception
Roughly awake, I here proclaim was madness.
Was't Hamlet wrong'd Laertes? Never Hamlet!
If Hamlet from himself be ta'en away,
A.nd when he's not himself does wrong Laertes,
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Then Hamlet does it not, Hamlet denies it.
Who does it then? His madness.
V.ii.230-7

As Laing writes, "even when a person develops sufficient insight to see that 'splitting,' for example, is
going on, he usually experiences this splitting as indeed a mechanism, so to say, an impersonal process
which has taken over, which he can observe but cannot
control or stop" (Politics, 30). During his madness,
Hamlet fails to experience himself fully as a person;
he is only a part of a person, invaded by destructive
psychopathogical "mechanisms" in the face of which
he is relatively helpless.
With Ophelia, too, the cause of madness is what
Laing terms the divided self. Her passivity, culturally
induced, may be to blame, but her crisis stems from
violations of her identity by others until she is forced
to doubt her emotions, her very self. One after
another, those most closely associated with her
through love rebuke her, misunderstand her, and dictate for her modes of behavior she must find unnatural to herself. In Laingian terms , they collude to
deny her private identity; they work together, consciously or unconsciously, to validate a "false self' for
Ophelia, one that suits their desires rather than hers.
The process begins with the injunctions of Laertes
and Polonius to disregard Hamlet's love. Hamlet does
not love you, says Laertes, "Hold it a fashion and a toy
in blood, /A violet in the youth of primy nature, /Forward, not permanent." It is but a diversion "of a minute." Perhaps Hamlet loves you but he cannot marry
you; "his will is not his own , /For he himself is subject
to his birth."
If Hamlet has no will of his own, apparently neither
does Ophelia. Were she to respond to him, she would
lose her honor. From distrust of Hamlet Laertes has
moved to distrust of Ophelia, a distrust most damaging when expressed by a loving brother. "Fear it,
Ophelia," he tells her, which implies fear yourself:
"The chariest maid is prodigal enough /If she unmask
her beauty to the moon." In her simplest and most
honest behavior, Ophelia must view herself as sexually
prodigal (l.iii.5-45).
Her father furthers her confusion. "You do not understand yourself," he tells her. Polonius has invalidated Ophelia's image of herself. She must now function according to a new identity that Polonius forces
on her, "As it behooves my daughter." She must now
value herself differently, "set your entreatments at a
higher rate." Ophelia's private self is beginning to
shatter, "I do not know, my lord, what I should
think." Instead of receiving parental nurturing,
Ophelia is subjected to paternal narcissism. Ophelia
must deny her feelings lest she "tender me [Polonius]
December, 1985

a fool" (l.iii.97-122). Later, when he discloses the affair to Claudius and Claudius questions how Ophelia
received Hamlet's love, Polonius is quick to respond:
"What do you think of me?" (II.ii.l29). He has acted
as he would be thought of-a politic, wise counsellor
to the king-and prescribed a "false self' for his
daughter. Henceforth, Ophelia becomes an object, a
decoy, used to further the schemes of Claudius and
Polonius.
In a sense, Hamlet also uses Ophelia. His defensive
denial of her is an action on himself but it is also an
act upon her. He invalidates her experience. He indicates that what was important and significant for her
is unimportant for him: "You should not have believed me, for virtue cannot so inoculate our old stock
but we shall relish of it. I loved you not" (III.i.ll7-9).
He invalidates not merely the significance of her experience but her very capacity to remember at all.
When Ophelia says that she has "remembrances" of
his to deliver to him, he responds, "I never gave you
ought" (III.i .96). Finally, he invalidates her sense of
herself by calling her a prostitute, a two-faced whore:
"God hath given you one face, and you make yourselves another" (III.i.l45-6).
Burdened by such mixed messages about herself-
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her confusion must only increase when her lover kills
her father-unable to be herself, Ophelia goes mad.
Her incoherence and autistic behavior during madness
record a fractured personality. She moves towards a
careless suicide because there is no longer a person inhabiting the physical form.
In Lear's madness, the most elaborately developed
in Shakespeare, the internal imbalance precedes the
play's opening. The actions of the first act, both his
and his daughters' behavior, merely bring the situation
to that crisis which will destroy Lear's sanity. This is
not to argue that Lear is already mad when the play
opens, although Kent, trying to prevent Lear's "hideous rashness," does deem his action mad (l.i.l45-50).
His older daughters, more untrustworthy witnesses, attribute his poor 'j udgement" to "infirmity of age." For
them, Lear's lack of self-control is a character flaw
now exacerbated by "unruly waywardness that infirm
and choleric years bring" (l.i.290-9). This has seemed
sufficient for some to read in Lear's behavior signs of
senile dementia. But neither senility nor choler illumine the nature of Lear's "rashness," while residual
incest, however temptingly plausible as a theory, is unwarranted by the text.
It is not that Lear cannot distinguish between his
daughters; he has already assigned the portions before
the love-test. Goneril and Regan are to get equal portions, "in the division of the kingdom , it appears not
which of the Dukes he values most" (l.i.3-5). For Cordelia he has reserved "a third more opulent" (l.i.86).
His gratuitous ceremony can be construed as sign of
vanity, insecurity, appetite for flattery, or greed for
love.
It may be all these, but Cordelia's response indicates
it is most explicitly a threat to her autonomy. Cordelia
has often been condemned for her unbending harshness. But her defense must be measured in terms of
the nature of the attack. A comparison with Ophelia
is revealing. Ophelia crumbles when her father,
brother, and lover misrepresent her feelings. Cordelia's "Nothing" articulates her awareness that in giving Lear what he wants she would become a nothing,
a mere reflection of his desires. Thus, she will reciprocate what is due from her in the relationship-according to her bond-but cannot let this relationship engulf all other relations:
Happily, when I shall wed,
That lord whose hand must take my plight shall carry
Half my love with him , half my care and duty:
Sure I shall never marry like my sisters
To love my father all.
l.i.l 00-3

"Nothing"
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as

expenence

signifies

absence-of

friends, relationships, ideas, mirth, money. This is
what Lear offers Cordelia for her refusal: "Nothing
will come of nothing" (l.i.90). France's description of
Cordelia's situation is an image of disrobing, "so many
folds of favour" (l.i.217). This is the quality of nothing
Lear confronts in madness: Edgar as poor Tom, and
women as Centaurs where the human self has been
stripped like layers of clothes to reveal the beast.
Lear's experience of madness is an experience of negation caused by his growing recognition of his complicity in negating the identity of others. Significantly,
Kent must erase his likeness to continue to aid Lear.
And the Fool affirms that only madmen and fools
serve Lear. That is, these are people who either, like
Kent, are so inwardly secure that even disguise cannot
alter their self, or people, like the Fool, who have only
the most tenuous hold on their selfhood and so pose
no threat to Lear.
Lear, we may assume, loves his daughters; he certainly loves Cordelia. Nor is he a fool like Polonius.
What then causes his insensitivity? The outraged sexuality of Lear's madness may offer the key. ("Nothing,"
too, has a sexual connotation as it reappears later in
the Fool's phallic joke about the need to have "things
cut shorter" if maidenhood is to be preserved-l.v.Sl2.) Opposition threatens Lear's masculine identity; his
assertion of power over Kent is phrased as "our potency
made good" (I.i.l72; italics mine). Lear is seeking to
control the feminine within and without even as he
sets about to seek feminine nurturance from his
daughters. He had thought to set his rest on Cordelia's
"kind nursery" (l.i.l24; italics mine). The Fool makes it
even more explicit: "thou mads't thy daughters thy
mother" (l.iv.l79). In desiring his daughter for his
mother he hopes to control feminine nurturance.
What he seeks is impossible. You cannot remain dependent like a child and still have absolute control.
You cannot remain symbiotically fused with the
mother and also be an independent adult. In rejecting
Cordelia and being rejected by Goneril and Regan he
loses both control and nurturance. Because he has lost
both avenues of defining himself he goes mad. The
nurturing is available again only when he can, like a
child, go down on his knees to Cordelia and ask her
blessing, an action echoing his earlier mock kneeling
to Goneril which he had then deemed unbecoming a
father.
Laing writes, "the first intimations of nonbeing may
have been the breast or mother as absent" (Politics, 32).
Lear's second intimation of nonbeing comes when the
surrogate mother, Cordelia, is absent. It makes Lear a
hollow man, empty within; or as the Fool says it, a
mere "shadow," a man with "nothing i' th' middle,"
"an 0 without a figure" (l.iv.l95,239,200). Lear, too,
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must face the question that Hamlet faces: "Who's
there?" He must ask,
Does any here know me? This is not Lear:
Does Lear walk thus? speak thus? .. .
Who is it that can tell me who 1 am?
l.iv.233-8

His frame of nature has been wrenched "From the
fix'd place" (l.iv.77-8); his identity is now unfixed. He
who had once thought "[he] was every thing"
(Iv.iv.l07), must face being nothing.
That Lear should recover from his madness with
greater wisdom fits no Renaissance conception of insanity, but it does cohere with our more modern sense
of madness as a special strategy invented by a person
in order to live in an unlivable situation. Gregory
Bateson writes of schizophrenia:
It would appear that once precipitated into psychosis the pa-

tient has a course to run . He is, as it were, embarked upon
a voyage of discovery which is only completed by his return
to the normal world, to which he comes back with insights
different from those of the inhabitants who never embarked
on such a voyage.
Perceval's Narrative, xiii-xiv

"In terms of such a picture of madness," Bateson goes
on to say, "spontaneous remission is no problem." The
only treatment necessary for Lear is sleep and he
wakes fully recovered.
VI

Modern psychiatry believes that all of us, even the
sane, live in two worlds-the outer and the innereven though we may spend most of our lives only
aware of the "outer" edges. This inner world of
dreams, fantasy, and madness is merely a different
modality of experience not necessarily less valid.
Today, we no longer perceive a clear boundary between the normal and the abnormal. Madness exists
within all of us. We are taken to be sane only because
we act more or less like everyone else.
Those with the most precarious sense of identity
(Keatsean "negative capability"; the capacity to be both
Imogen and lago) and the greatest access to the inner
world are also the greatest artists. They are our avenue into alien territory. Their power has its source in
what lies within all of us. The exercise of such power
can continue to influence for centuries. To return for
the last time to Theseus' words which started us on
this journey, the poet and the madman are of imagination all compact because the poet has access to the
unconscious, the very unconscious which surges up to
light in madmen when reason or ego no longer sits in
tight control.
Cl
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Christmas Eve: Carol for Four Voices
In the sanctuary
In the apartment
In Operating Room B
In "Cosmetics"
of St. Mary's Church
above Katie's Koffee Kup
of Kings County Hospital
at Carson Pirie Scott
the chancel pungent with incense
the kitchen redolent with "lutefisk"
the air acrid with disinfectant
amid cloying scents of "My Sin"
and resounding with "Joy to the World"
and country music filtering up
and pulsing with the thump-ta-thump
and canned carols crooned
from a jubilant organ
from the jukebox below
from the electrocardiograph
from hidden speakers
Father Novak
Ingrid Hanson
Doctor Lopez
Rosie Quinn
vested in his spotless alb
wearing her best lace apron
robed in his sterile gown
outfitted by Liz Claiborne
served by two acolytes
helped by daughter Olga
assisted by an intern
followed by a trainee
processes to the altar
shuffles to the gas stove
strides to the operating table
saunters to the counter
with its lambent candles
under the bare light bulb
with its revealing light
with its blinking display
and offers
a prayer
to the
Christ Child.

Bernhard Hillila
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David Paul Nord

THE IDEOLOGY OF THE PRESS
Why Press Bias Isn't Always What It Appears to Be

Is the press liberal or conservative? Of course, you
know the answer to that question. Everyone does. But
what is your answer? Unless you follow the sport of
media bashing from both sides of the political spectrum, you may be surprised to learn that thoughtful
people have nearly opposite views of the political
ideology of the press. Some of this is to be expected,
of course. It is politically convenient to lambast the
press for being too much what we are not. But I think
the pronouncements upon the press, from both left
and right, have the ring of genuine if not always completely honest frustration. In short, these people are
serious. Yet their conclusions are wildly different.
Here are some examples of what I mean. Last
spring, Sen. Jesse Helms told the Conservative Political
Action Conference that the major newspapers and
television news programs are "produced by men and
women who, if they do not hate American virtues,
they certainly have a smug contempt for American
ideals and principles." About the same time and in a
similar vein, Dr. George Keyworth, President Reagan's
science advisor, said in an interview that "for some
reason that I just do not understand, much of the
press seem to be drawn from a relatively narrow
fringe element on the far left of our society .... We're
trying to build up America, and the press is trying to
tear down America."
Meanwhile, Alexander Cockburn was saying something quite different in The Nation. He quoted NBC's
Connie Chung as saying "Reagan wants to remove the
Sandinistas in Nicaragua not oust them." He then said:
"Chung's line pretty accurately sums up the relationship of the U.S. media to Reagan in these dark days.
They will parrot, mostly without criticism, anything he
says, however ludicrous it might be. You have to go
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back to the Nazis to find expressions of thuggish intent so laced with ignorance and mendacity as those
made by Reagan and George Shultz in recent days.
And the press is utterly complicit and utterly cowed."
What's going on here? Are Helms, Keyworth , and
Cockburn merely talking politics (i .e., lying), or do
they really believe what they say? And if they do believe it, how can they arrive at such opposite conclusions? Rather than dismiss these sorts of comments as
cynical politicking, I think it is not only fair but useful
to take them seriously. It is useful because it helps to
explain, not Helms, Keyworth, or Cockburn, who may
ultimately be inexplicable, but the press. In fact, this
phenomenon may be the key to understanding the nature of the press in America.
Before turning to what I believe to be the true cause
of these ideological assaults on the press, I think it is
important to retire a straw man. In my opinion, the
"ideology" of journalism, which the critics see so
clearly, has very little to do with the ideology of journalists. Earlier this fall, the Los Angeles Times published
the results of a national survey that compared newspaper journalists' political views with the views of
newspaper readers.
When asked simply to classify themselves as liberal,
middle-of-the-road, or conservative, the journalists
came out looking significantly different from the readers. Fifty-five per cent of the journalists said they were
liberal; 17 per cent said they were conservative. On
the other hand, only 24 per cent of the readers
claimed to be liberal, while 29 per cent labeled themselves conservative. Yet when both groups were asked
specific questions about specific issues-race, welfare,
abortion, and so on-the journalists and their readers
turned out to be not so strikingly different after all.
The L.A. Times survey squares nicely with the argument of sociologist Herbert Cans that the values of
journalism are neither liberal nor conservative, but are
mildly reformist, in the style of turn-of-the-century
progressivism. Journalists (and the news they produce)
are devoted to responsible capitalism and altruistic deThe Cresset
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mocracy. They believe in activist government, yet they
are skeptical of it as well. They tend to be more individualist than collectivist.
This kind of ideology, if it even merits that label, is
probably not much different from that of most readers. Thus, not surprisingly, the Times found that the
vast majority of readers (96 per cent) rated their own
newspaper "very good" or "fairly good," even though
they were skeptical of the power of big media-just as
journalists are skeptical of the powerful institutions
that they cover. In other words, the average journalist
is just that-rather average-in his vision of American
life and democracy.
So why the squeals about the left-wing or right-wing
bias of journalism? If journalists aren't ideologues,
why do critics see ideology in journalism? In my view,
the "ideology" of journalism is not ideology at all, if
ideology means a set of political ideas. Rather it is the
unconscious outcome of business structure, bureaucratic routine, and organizational practice. Journalism
is a complex institution with many such structures,
routines, and practices that shape its product. I think
two of them are especially important for understanding what seems to be ideology in the press: the "beat
. system" and the organizational definition of "the
news ." It's the outcome of the former that agitates
Cockburn; it's the latter that drives Helms and
Keyworth to distraction.
The "beat system" is the newspaper's way of
rationalizing and routinizing the news. The motive is
efficiency, not ideology. The aim of the newspaper
business is to produce as much usable "news" as possible per reporter-hour of work. It is important, therefore, that the gathering of news be as efficient as possible. This is done by limiting the domain of potential
news to certain predictable beats (city hall, state government, police, schools, etc.) and to certain reliable
sources. Though limiting the subject range of news is
a valuable contribution of the beat system to newspaper efficiency, the cultivation of a reliable stock of
sources may be even more important. The beat system
and the technique of source reporting go hand in
hand, for in journalism the chief research method is
the quotation of sources.
The term "source" is a jargon term in journalism,
freighted with tradition and special meaning. For journalists, a source is usually an individual human being
who can be interviewed, preferably by telephone. The
source may be an "eye witness," but more frequently
the source is a kind of "expert witness"-that is, someone the journalist asks for analytical comments, conclusions, predictions, and opinions, as well as for descriptive reports. These analytical com ments and opinIons are then made into quotations and strung toDecember, 1985

gether to form "a story."
Source reporting is associated with what reporters
and editors call "objectivity," another famous jargon
term of journalism. In theory objectivity in journalism
is associated with systematic, impartial, empirical research, just as it is in other fields of inquiry. But in
practice journalistic objectivity mainly means simply
the accurate quotation of sources. As long-time AP
general news editor Sam Blackman once said : "A
newspaperman reports as a fact what he knows to be
a fact; if he doesn't know, he quotes his sources."

In theory, objectivity in journalism
is associated with systematic,
impartial, empirical research, just
as it is in other fields of inquiry.
But in practice journalistic
objectivity mainly means simply the
accurate quotation of sources.
In this way a quotation becomes a "fact," in the
sense that it is an accurate (objective) report of what
someone actually said. This suggests the special meaning of objectivity for journalism. A non-journalist
reader might view a news story as highly subjective,
because it is filled with unverified opinions. The reporter, on the other hand, might view the same story
as high ly objective, because each of those unverified
opinions is quoted with perfect accuracy and properly
attributed to its source.
Why journalism has evolved this peculiar definition
of objectivity is a complicated historical and sociological question. Some researchers, such as sociologist
Gaye Tuchman, have argued that the journalistic style
of objectivity is a "strategic ritual" designed to deflect
criticism. In news stories, reporters assert nothing;
their sources do the asserting. Therefore, reader criticism is deflected toward the source and away from the
reporter and the newspaper. While I tend to agree
with this view to some extent, I think that the
technique of source reporting has more to do with the
nature of the beat system and with simple efficiency.
The beat system places the reporter into a close and
on-going relationship with his sources. Because of the
structure of the system itself, the reporter and the
source must come to some sort of agreement (detente,
at least) on the subject matter of the news and its style
of presentation. The beat system turns what cou ld be
a tense, adversary relationship between reporter and
source into a mutually beneficial partnership. The successful reporter is the reporter who can get the most
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usable information in the least amount of time. Because reporters rarely have time to verify what a
source tells them for any given story, they need to establish on-going connections with authoritative sources
and with sources they trust.
Reporters evaluate information by evaluating
sources. A good source is a reliable source, as well as
one who has access to information, access to power,
and access to a telephone. The beat system and the
technique of source reporting work together for
maximum efficiency. The beat system allows the reporter to build a stable of reliable sources; source reporting allows the source to do the research. It's the
source, not the reporter, who gathers, analyzes, and
summarizes information. The reporter then reports it.
The outcome of this process is the kind of news that
so exasperates Alexander Cockburn . The beat structure seems to guarantee that the news will come from
the government agencies and major institutions that
make up the beats of newspaper reporters. Reporters
will see what they are looking at; and their looking is
not random. The beat system, therefore, is inherently
conservative, in the sense that the people and things
that were news yesterday and last year are likely to be
news today and next week.
Moreover, source reporting and the methodology of
quotation place the power of interpretation into the
hands of sources. Thus, in her statement of Reagan's
views on Nicaragua, Connie Chung meant merely to
say what Reagan said. Cockburn calls this "parroting";
Chung would call it "reporting." While the outcome of
the process may appear ideological, the cause of it lies
in the non-ideological demand for efficiency. In other
words, the press may be "utterly complicit," in
Cockburn's phrase, without being "utterly cowed ."
If the press were "utterly cowed," it would be difficult to explain why it is considered so arrogant and
anti-American by Reaganites like George Keyworth
and New Rightists like Jesse Helms. Their frustration
arises from another organizational feature of the
press: the definition of news. To a great extent, the
beat system determines what will be news and who will
be the characters in it. And source reporting tends to
determine how those characters will be portrayed. But
not always. Another tradition in journalism is that
events are news; and it is this event orientation that
leads to the situations that disturb Keyworth and
Helms.
Like the beat system and source reporting, event
orientation seems to serve two purposes: objectivity
and efficiency. Like accurately quoted statements from
sources, descriptions of events have the aura of fact,
and thus, in the eyes of journalism, of objectivity. The
obsession with events may be part of the "strategic
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ritual" I mentioned before. If reporters stick to accounts of things that have "actually happened," they
are less liable to charges of creating or distorting the
news.
Furthermore, because an event can be described in
the form of a narrative , event orientation allows the
reporter to tell a good story, while seeming to stay
within the bounds of objectivity. Surely newspapers
cannot be criticized for merely printing accounts of
things that God in his wisdom has allowed to happen,
as one nineteenth-century editor said in defending
himself against charges of sensationalism.
While objectivity may be part of the reason that
news is defined as events, I think that efficiency is the
key. It is simply easier (in organizational terms,
cheaper) to respond to event than it is to conduct unprompted investigations into social, economic, or political issues and trends. Of course, newspapers do conduct such investigations, and good newspapers conduct more of them than bad newspapers. But most of
the reporting in all newspapers is highly eventoriented. Indeed, even "investigative" reporting is usually prompted at the outset by an event of some sort.
Of course, event reporting is not at all objective in
the sense of being unbiased. It is, by definition, biased
toward events. For the most part this mea ns routine
events on the standardized beats: meetings , votes, official pronouncements, etc. But, by implication, it may
also be biased toward those things and people that
cause non-routine events. If journalism loves events as
well as beats, one might woo journalism by being
eventful.
And this is precisely what happens. The people,
groups, and special interests that are not routine insiders (beats) seek and gain access to the media by causing events to happen. Moreover, conflict is often involved, because it is usually the disaffected, even hostile outsiders to the routine beat system who must use
this non-routine route of access to the press. It is
"trouble-makers" who cause the trouble-i.e., events.
Such events may range from press co nfere nces to
demonstrations to terrorist bombings, but the effect is
the same: the press shows up and tells the facts, "objectively."
People like Jesse Helms and George Keyworth cannot understand why the press behaves this way, why
journalists are so attracted to trouble-makers. Helms
and Keyworth suppose that it must be some sort of
left-wing conspiracy, a conspiracy that finds it useful ,
as Keyworth says, "to achieve power by being negative
and tearing at foundations. " But this is not it at all.
From the journalists' point of view, the press is simply
telling the news as it happens. How it happens that
things happen is a question of great interest, but a
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question beyond the competence of standard journalism methodology. As with the beat system and
source reporting, the event orientation of the press
produces its own peculiar bias. While critics may see
ideology in this bias, the journalist sees objectivity.
My point in all of this is a simple one: the media
mediate. The press is a black box that processes reality
into "The News." Sometimes, of course, it may be
helpful to interpret the behavior of the press by the
same standards that we might use to explain our

brother-in-law or our next-door neighbor: Is it liberal?
Conservative? Idealistic? Naive? Cynical? Mendacious?
Malicious? Morbid? Mean? But most of the time, I
think, it is more helpful to try to figure out journalism's own standards, routines, and organizational
procedures-to try to get inside the black box, to try
to understand how the media mediate. To do this is
more difficult than to blast the press for ideological
perversion. But, though a more difficult task, it is also
an enormously fascinating one.
C:

Meditation on "Silent Night"
When we wake to this dark, our uneasy ears slowly come acquainted with the night:
An open wound of silence, moonless-bright, no
Aurora borealis flagging us down on the northern bank;
Only the soundless, foamy river of stars boring a hole through the black universe.
The open hand of silence stops us cold,
And our little garden of hearing widens to the faintest stars.
Down here, candlestick forests gleam metallic, dim fluorescence;
The open ground glows like acres of milk in the dark;
Stone bottles on window sills cease their murmuring;
Ripe melons and winter flowers pause for the solstice.
The dominion of snakes and crawling insects is called into question.
Even the jackals and nighthawks barely argue indifference to the quiet.
Only the thrusts of the ass, beast of others' burdens, stain the field,
A wet colt and the painful trails of birth.
Over here, tucked to the breast of this dark earth, lies this mother,
This manger, this barn on the outskirts of civility.
Police neglect it; diseases run wild; only the cow's cud keeps regular time.
Most visions don't live long in this town. Girls
Curled in sleep dream of longer and longer hair;
Fervent old men dream of powerful weapons to annihilate the night.
Into this deep well of the sky sheepmen are startled into magnificent dreams
Of almost perfect angels plunging their sails through oceans of silence
To sing of the mother, the mother who refuses to say more than a sigh before sleep.
See, here, her baby blinks, thinks without words;
He dreams of the new colt, and a dreaded garden,
And becomes acquainted with the night deep in imagination's holy forest.
The sight of all this throws country people into silence.
"Silence opens a space for hearing."
Here, now, with our ears to the ground: "To keep silent is to let words be said by others."
See the infant, curled so tightly he almost looks broken,
Listening to the earth, hearing the silence.
This silent earth listens to him ; each listening to each.
This listening is the unquenchable hope for the Word m the silence,
The unspeakable Word in the silence.

Philip Gilbertson
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Kevin Lewis

THE CEREMONY OF HIGH TABLE
Dining with the Dons at Cambridge

Imagine a long, wood-panelled upper room, oriental
rugs laid end to end, a fireplace at one end, old portraits hung between stone window casements, windows
of leaded glass. Imagine it at night without electricity,
lit only by candles guttering in polished silver candelabras set on a half-circle of small square tables at
the far end of the room.
On the tables envision demitasse china coffee cups,
long-stemmed wine glasses, decanters of port,
Madeira, claret, white wine. See the silver snuff boxes,
crystal ash-trays, and tapers for lighting pipes and
cigars. The candle light softly repels the quieted pitchblack night outside the windows open to the fresh air.
It bathes with a flattering glow the animated faces of
the assembled company of adults seated round the tables. The murmur of their voices in separate conversations, broken occasionally by a delighting chuckle,
makes the only sound.
Imagine approximately two dozen men of varying
age, from late twenties to sixties, each garbed in formal suit and long black gown open at the front.
Among them this evening, the focus of their admiring
attention, sits a spirited woman with flashing eyes and
laughter gusting like a summer breeze through the
honeyed accents of her speech.
Reader, I am getting carried away. But that's my
wife. And we are enjoying the "wine circle" following
dinner with a group of Fellows of my college in Cambridge, England, on a warm Sunday evening in July.
See me there in my best suit and a borrowed, black,
calf-length gown, trying to appear right at home with
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the dons.
I am midway through a four-dollar Romeo Y Julieta
Habana cigar, courtesy of the college. I am holding up
my end of a two- , three-, and occasionally four-way
conversation with the college Chaplain, the elected
President of the Fellows (a Bio-Chemist), and a brilliant linguist given to stammering. We have moved
from the port, now depleted, to the claret. And, as
they say, we are feeling no pain.
My popular wife, on the other hand, as I discovered
later, is now secretly wondering with increasing desperation where to find a ladies room and how to make
a discreet escape. But I am getting ahead of myself.
This is to certify that the fabled life of those senior
scholar members of the wealthier Cambridge and Oxford colleges continues to consist of what myth has
long held, at least in this one respect of the venerable
tradition of "high table." There does indeed remain a
small corner or two in the world where an unbroken
tradition of nightly wining, dining, and sympathetic intellectual give-and-take is lavished upon an elite
number who have merited this civilized privilege.
Anthropologists go into the field to crouch with bewildered natives around smoky campfires in hopes of
bringing back useful news of variant human behaviors.
My wife and I at dinner in my college in Cambridge
had travelled from South Carolina into a distant bastion-heart of western civilization to do recreational
field work in a fairy-tale utopia.
Please understand college professors. Buffeted by
the demands of professionalism, by the incessant personal and intellectual needs of colleagues and students,
by pressing individual work schedules and low salaries,
the American academic of lower rank inevitably
dreams of luxury, leisure, and the easy collegiality of
like-minded adults trained variously to contribute to
the advancement of knowledge.
Consider the ideal: Knowledge understood not as
the sum product of numerous narrow, isolated specialty fields of investigation, but rather as ultimately
one green field, one happy realm in which expertises
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combine. Or in which, as at Pentecost, the disparate
tongues are mutually understood and appreciated.
One dreams innocently of the community of scholars
gathered of an evening in one of those wealthy, ancient Cambridge or Oxford colleges to enjoy the
humane pleasures of table , bottle, tobacco, and, yes,
shared serious commitment to the life of the mind.
For me, a return with my South Carolina wife to
dine with the Fellows of the college where I had taken
a post-graduate degree was especially sweet. I had
spent long years subsequently slogging through a
vexed Ph.D. program and then teaching in the lowest
ranks at a state university. This evening was a voyage
to a seductive Brigadoon , reappeared out of the
obscuring mists of seventeen years of career-making.
We had come straight to a foregathering, where
sherry was served on a silver tray, from Evensong in
the adjoining college chapel. It had been crowded.
Cambridge is awash with tourists in the summer.
They come in bus-loads for the day: a polyglot mixture of English, American, and continentals taking advantage of easy access for citizens of member nations
of the European Economic Community. They fill up
the better known college chapels for services sung by
choirs composed of students on choir scholarships and
the trained boy sopranos of the preparatory choir
schools associated with the colleges.
Evensong in Cambridge is a moving esthetic experience. A Puritan might sneeringly call it "show-time."
Chapel followed by High Table delivers a wicked onetwo punch to the senses.
That evening, under the high , vaulted ceiling, even
the ante-chapel had been filled to overflowing. The
verger in black cassock, baton-staff in hand , had been
kept. busy seating visitors and turning them back from
the full chapel when they would venture into the
single aisle between the long rows of tiered choir stalls
facing each other. As a graduate of the college, I had
worn a white surplice sitting with my wife in the highest stalls against the wall. The dark surrounding wood,
ornamented with elaborate carvings , had glowed in the
reading lights in front of us.
The choir had sung an anthem by William Byrd and
a long antiphonal Psalm from the text of the Coverdale Bible. A Canon had intoned a short sermon. During the recessional hymn , behind the verger and the
choir and the clergy, all other members of the college
in surplices had filed out together, in twos. I had nervously joined the solemn parade at the last instant, having forgotten to tell my wife of this custom. In July,
no undergraduates were present to swell the progress.
From the crowded ante-chapel to sherry with the
Chaplain and other senior members who had signed
up to dine that night had been but a few steps
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through an arcade into the privileged sanctum of the
Fellows.
Now, this particular dining experience is not to be
found in any sequel to Europe on Fifteen Dollars A Day.
Nor is it listed in commercial tour brochures. It is
available virtually every night of the year only to the
elected Fellows of the college as a traditional perquisite
of their appointment.
A Fellow may bring a guest to dinner. As an M.A.
of the college, I am entitled not only to three nights
bed and breakfast in the college each year but also to
three high table dinners and their enjoyable aftermath. This is an amazing entitlement, considering the
size of the college and the number of graduates it has
produced. The wonder is that it is not more enjoyed
(or abused) than it is.
Of course, none of my gourmet friends would judge
that a meal at high table goes very far to redeem the
widely acknowledged sins of your basic English
cuisine. But there is another factor. Perhaps for many
there exists an intimidating, even forbidding magic
about such an evening, the stipulated purpose of
which is intellectual exchange among scholars reared
in a cultural tradition which all too often has fostered
cleverness at the expense of depth or genuine intimacy.
My wife and I were the only guests at the wine circle
that night. She was the only woman. Thereby hangs a
prickly issue: what to do about women in what has remained for centuries, in effect, a bachelor men 's
club? Women have been ignored in Cambridge for literally ages. Only recently were they welcomed , and
then only as credentialed scholars, into their own
clubby colleges founded long after the famous men's
colleges.
Only for the past three years have women been allowed as guests at high table in my college, which was
founded in 1511. Although I am entitled to dine occasionally with the Fellows, I am not entitled to bring my
wife. I had prevailed upon the good will of the Chaplain, a Fellow, who is entitled to bring her as his guest
on my behalf. And he made certain I appreciated decorum: he took her in to dinner himself, sat between
us, then paid her courtly attention all evening.
He had introduced us to his own wife the previous
day at a chance meeting in a courtyard. He was to tell
us later that, in the fifteen years he has held his current post in the college, Dean of Chapel, he has never
brought his wife as a guest to high table. She has
never been interested, he claimed. Some married Fellows, whose wives object to this lingering tradition of
discrimination and exclusion, simply stay away to keep
peace at home.
In the foyer of the ground-floor network of Fellows
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common rooms beneath the Senior Combination
Room above where we were to dine, the Chaplain took
my wife on his arm, and proceeded down a hall toward the room with the sherry.
"Would you care to spend a penny?" he asked my
wife solicitously.
Close behind them I could see the blank expression
on her earnest, upturned face, searching his for a clue
to his meaning.
"Would you care to spend a penny ?" the Chaplain
repeated.
Another blank.
Instantly rejecting alternative courses of action, I
blurted over my wife's shoulder, "Darling, he means
would you care to use the ladies room."
My wife laughed with embarrassed relief. The
Chaplain good-natured ly thanked me for interpreting.
We were over our first hurdle.
Time for but one glass of sherry, then up the staircase we processed past portraits of former Masters of
the college, the President in the lead. We entered the
ninety-three-foot-long Combination Room , where, seventeen years before, on the evening of the annual college May Ball, my date and I had enjoyed a late champagne supper featuring what we were told was swan
but which had looked and tasted like luncheon meat.
(By one of those curious old English laws, only the
monarch, my college at Cambridge, and its counterpart at Oxford are allowed to kill swans for meat.)
This is one of but several imposing but secluded
rooms in Cambridge and elsewhere in England where,
depending upon whose story you credit, Eisenhower
and Montgomery are said to have laid fina l plans for
D-Day.
When we were all standing at our places, a young
steward in a red jacket handed the President, at the
table's head , a printed copy of the traditional college
Latin grace, backed in leather. The words remain
fami liar, though I had never memorized them. As he
spoke them, with understated ceremony, the dulled
memory of the contrasting uproar of suppers in the
great dining hall years before brightened for me.
The raucous undergraduates in short black gowns, a
few bringing pint glasses of beer in from the buttery,
all of us on benches making short work of soup
sloshed over ou r shou lders by good-humored kitchen
servants, plates of bread, a meat (of sorts), bow ls of
overcooked veggies, and always a concluding, mush
"sweet."
The students in the college then ate in three shifts.
Each shift was dispatched in about twenty minutes.
Mine was the third, coinciding with the beginning of
the high table dinner for the Fellows, which was
served on the raised floor at the far end of the hall.
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As our shift was hurried out by the servants, high
table would only be moving into high gear. The Fellows wou ld li nger at table, the wine steward goin g his
watchful rounds, long after we left for coffee in the
rooms of friends in college, or for sundry other lowbudget student recreations, including our books and
essay assignments.
Now, seventeen years later, I had at last acquired
the once envied "world enough and time," for one
evening, to join the company of the privileged at high
table. (Dinner would have been served at the accustomed end of the dining hall if the undergraduates
had been in residence-the similar but more formal
dining hall scene in Chariots of Fire was fi lmed in
another Cambridge college-but they had "gone
down" for the summer.)
The President brought the rather lengthy grace to
an honorable conclusion. Servants placed bowls of lettuce soup in front of us. The menu card embossed
with the college emblem told us what it was. A Proustian moment! The taste of that remembered college
broth. I had never known what it was years ago, and
never been served it since.

The college's wealth derives from
real estate. Part of that wealth
goes to replenishing stocks of wine.
The college's wealth derives from real estate all over
England. Part of the college wealth, I have always
been told , is invested in ever-replenished stocks of
wine. T he scope of these holdings remains unknown
to me: vast cellars for the connoisseur to conjure with.
Every night it flows for the Fellows. And, at special
feasts, the outpouring of famous chateaux names and
vin tages can be astonishing.
Only one wine came with dinner this evening; this
was, after all, but a Sunday collation. Here came decanters of Malijay 1983, and here they came back
again. Each place setting included a venerable silver
stirrup cup for water. But I observed none in use.
The Chaplain to my left was occupying my wife.
The linguistics professor on my right and I talked of
careers and the different responsibilities of differing
sorts of academic appoin tments in English universities.
A steward administered the Roast Loin of Pork
Tyrolienne: pork chops handsomely garnished with tomato and onion, ladled onto the warmed college plate.
ew potatoes and new peas were passed around in
bowls.
Across from me, an older Fellow inquired whether
it is true that academic salaries in the States, on the avThe Cresset

erage, have now reached a certain level. The figure he
mentioned I know to be that attained only by the average full professor at Harvard and at one or two
other happily endowed private universities. He expressed sympathetic regret when I corrected him.
Perhaps, it was observed, Cambridge professors are
not doing so poorly as it might be imagined. (Twice
the Chaplain insisted that the college remains "stinking
rich.")
Next came a choice of hot apple pie or plump
raspberries. Independently, my wife and I took both,
wi'th more heavy cream than we needed. As the President was about to speak the closing grace, in Latin
again, she was listening to the only other woman at the
table, directly across from her. She was an Australian,
recently elected into Fellowship, presently researching
the fate of the court musicians put out of work in
1649 when the Puritan Revolution deposed and beheaded Charles I. She departed after dessert, without
proceeding to the wine circle.
After grace, the rest of us adjourned to the cozy far
end of the room. It was dark by now. The light from
the candelabras on the small, highly finished cardtables bathed that snug corner in an ancient, preelectric light. There we sat for at least two hours, occasionally changing partners in conversation. A butler
made certain each was offered, from the printed wine
circle menu card for the evening, either a Madeira
(Warre 1966), a port (Bual: Cossart Gordon), a claret
(Ch. Haut Bages Liberal 1976), or a sweet German
white (Kallstadter Annaberg Scheurebe Spatlese 1977)
from crystal decanters.
The tray of coffee cups was a little late in arrival.
The linguistics professor suggested, reprovingly, that
the young steward needed further schooling in the
timely delivery of essential services. We took turns
pouring for each other from a silver pot.
As the Chaplain and I were discussing my current
research project, a matter of some mutual interest,
another steward came round to each of us in turn,
presenting three small silver boxes. I had to ask what
they held. It was three varieties of snuff in three different strengths. I have never used it and, at first, refused. But when I saw my wife (who has never
touched it) eagerly accepting a pinch of the mildest
variety and, moreover, receiving expert advice from
her gowned admirers, I reconsidered. The Chaplain
grew loquacious in his expression of concern that we
try it correctly.
Minute by minute it is difficult to reconstruct the remainder of that evening. Before the port and the
Madeira gave out, a virginal box of Cuban cigars appeared over my shoulder. The Chaplain joined me in
the savoring of a smoke laced with the nuances and
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rich, unfolding depths so long denied cigar fanciers in
this country. A few Fellows had said their good-nights
and departed. More followed. Our group remained,
growing ever more convivial, switching to the white
wine as a last resort.
Since that evening, recalling the seamless flow of
talk in which we both found ourselves effortlessly
caught up , we have wondered more than once
whether the experience was not more a social and less
a high-minded one than that intended by the college's
early benefactors. The Chaplain had explained convincingly how important to the intellectual life of the college these longish, spirited evenings have remained
over the generations. He obviously enjoyed them.
Perhaps one can cherish the intellectual principle
while tolerating the occasional preponderance of the
sensual and the human over the academic element in
the institution. This is to say, reader, we did indeed
enjoy a mellow evening.
When our group finally rose to say good-night (and
none too soon for my gallant wife), we left two remaining Fellows, still decorously gowned and upright
in their chairs in the last of the candlelight. They were
locked not in discussion of a fine point of higher
mathematics or of post-structuralist theory but rather
in a glazed stare, each into the other's eyes, broken
only by an occasional mumble from either side, unintelligible to this observer.
Nostalgia for a place is a great distorter of actuality.
Most of us, sooner or later, discover the disappointing
truth in the caution, "you cannot go back." A way-station such as one's old college, like one's first home, is
never rediscovered to be quite the same college or
home one remembers. So the degree to which a high
table evening now in Cambridge approaches one's
memory of that cushy institution, glimpsed then from
afar as a student, is good news. The fantasy of those
dons lolling away their evenings over meat and drink,
incidentally increasing Knowledge, is renewable.
Attend: the late statesman, Harold Nicolson, in a
published Diary entry for 23 January 1941, writes of
a return to Cambridge:
"I go round to Trinity, and there to my surprise I
find Gerry Wellesley and Anthony Powell. I sit next to
the Vice-Master. The lights in hall are shaded but the
portraits are still lit up and the undergraduates in
their grey flannel bags are still there. Afterwards we
adjourn for port and coffee to the Combination
Room . I sit next to George Trevelyan, the Master.
"I look round upon the mahoganny and silver, upon
the Madeira and port, upon the old butler with his
stately efficiency. 'It is much the same,' I say to him.
"'Civilization,' he replies, 'is always recognizable.' "

••
••
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The Gospel
Ampersand
Richard Lee
When some scholar writes the
spiritual history of the 80s in
America, I suspect the most interesting chapter will say less about
Christianity and more about television religion. At least on my present viewing, Christianity and television religion are not necessarily the
same thing-and while the former
has the truth going for it, the latter
is now lots more interesting.
Television religion has now
triumphed as the cu ltureprotestantism of the decade, and it may become the cu lturereligion of our
era. Much of American culture is
now TV culture, and it is not surprising that parts of American protestantism presently anneal themselves to TV culture as they annealed themselves to other American cultural forms (like the public
school and the Republican Party) in
the past. What may surprise us is
that the more evangelical parts of
protestantism-which might have
known better-are the most eagerly
yo ked together with television.
For when evangelical protestantism goes on TV it joins a cultural
form which is best at voyeurism,
narcissism , and hard-selling to co nsumers with short spans of attention and short spurts of unearned
emotion. It also tends to blend its
evangelism with the cable TV pro-
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grams pushing diet supplements,
aerobic exercises, sex therapies,
real estate entrepreneurship, and
other generous helpings of self. It's
not long before evangelical protestantism takes on the characteristics
of its television host and becomes
another TV product to bu y and
sell. A lot of money now changes
hands for TV religion, and as the
evangelists prosper they increase
their opportunities to appeal for
still more money to spend on their
product. TV religion rapidly becomes not a mea ns but an end in
itself.
The present TV religion product
varies widely, even wildly. There's
the resentful revivalism of Jimm y
Swaggart, the cheer-mongering
boosterism of Robert Schuller, the
gloom-mongering gnostlctsm of
Herbert W. Armstrong, the apocalyptic arcana of Lester Sumrall, the
high-tech pnmttlvtsm of Oral
Roberts, the extreme unctiousness
of Ernest Angley, the countrified
yuppiedom of Jim Bakker, the electioneering of the elect of Jerry Falwell, and-most prominently-the
conservative caucussing of Pat
Robertson. These and a dozen
other evangelists are now called
and chosen by a cable communion
of their consumers numbering
perhaps 40 million sells.
If any generalization is possible
for man y of the TV evangelists, it's
probably their preaching of "The
Gospel Ampersand," or preaching
"The Gospel And Something Else
We Really Want." No one needs to
doubt the sincerity of the preachers
and their cable congregations, and
it would be quite false to say that
no gospel is preached in TV religion. Often enough one hears that
God sets his abiding love against
sinners to arouse them to saving
faith , or some similar formulation
of the good news. Perhaps there is
a slight bias toward a spiteful
preaching of the law which urges
us to get the rest of America to re-

pent for our sin s, but generally
there can be found some gospel in
most programs.
But that gospel is often conjoined with other, more salable
goods. Some TV religion adds the
promise of financial success to the
gospel, others add the promise of
political power "to change the nation," while still others add the
promises of miraculous cures for
mind and body. Quite a few programs add the allure of upward social mobility and higher status to
the gospel, even if on ly by the gloss
of their production values and the
glamour of their evangelists and
entourages.
None of these promises added to
the gospel is new in Christian history, and TV religion only gives
these promises more frequent repetition to a wider aud ience.
Theologically, however, promises
added to the gospel subtract from
it, and Christianity and TV religion
diverge to the degree that promises
of more salable goods are added to
the promise of th e good news .
A problem for faith , of course,
occurs when the added promises
fail in fulfillment. Perhaps TV religion believes the poor, the weak,
the troubled , the sick, the fai led,
the ugl y, a nd the uninteresting also
are saved , but they make ten·ible
television. More poignantly, it seldom occurs to the TV evangelists
that faith may need to be set
against all their promises added to
the gospel to remain true faith.
Since the early 80s America has
been livin g in a dream world of
easy social, political, and economic
promises, and TV religion has
grown up as the religious part of
that dream world . When a rude
awa ke ning comes for America, TV
religion will be poor spiritu al consolation for coping with a whole
world of failed promises. That time
will call for a less interesting but
true faith .

••
••
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Esthetic Dreams
Charles Vandersee

Dear Editor:
A while back Peter stopped in
the office, and we talked for almost
an hour about esthetics, particularly architecture and design. Two
nights later I had a dream.
Peter is at Yale, in graduate architecture, editing Perspecta this
year, the annual publication of the
school, and also giving a seminar
next spring open to any Yale undergraduate. He was back in Dogwood for a week because he's also
a good soccer player and has done
some coaching. Our athletic director thinks he should design a soccer stadium for us.
Over the years, before and since
he took hi B.A. here, Peter and I
have had a number of talks. Architecture and design interest me:
the Robert Venturi of Complexity
and Contradiction in Architecture; the
big new downtown hotel in Dogwood, pointing into the pedestrian
mall; Jefferson 's subtle yet powerful design for the university in
Dogwood.
With Peter I can bring up these
things, which don't occur in my
usual
conversations.
Philip

Charles Vandersee has recently given
a paper on Henry Adams and his literary experiments at the American Studies
Association meeting in San Diego.
Decernbn, 1985

Johnson's view, for example, as a
perceptive architect, that the trees
on the lawn of Jefferson 's university are too tall and sprawling for
the low , quiet colonnades. Not
many people in academia care
about architecture; one notices this
at Jefferson's university, in some of
the buildings put up since he died
in 1826. It is quite nice to have an
unforced, unpretentious conversation about surroundings, ignorant
though I finally am. Mere interest
in architecture and design is no
substitute for systematic study and
for travel with sketchbook in hand.
Peter came in to consider how he
might narrow down, from the vast
field of esthetics, a topic for his
seminar. And what to do in it.
Could he, for example, take up the
esthetics of word as well as image?
Architecture and literature bothin Dogwood, besides soccer and
preparing for architecture, he had
majored in Foreign Affairs and in
English.
My view was to be cautious; I
thought image was enough for
three credits-just get the bright
Yalies to use their eyes on New
Haven
collegiate
architecture,
streetscapes, gardens, the Green,
the factory buildings, and efforts at
"adaptive use" of old endangered
labor. Pay some attention then to
underlying questions--do we want
to celebrate urban chaos (Venturi)
because most of what we see is
drab and boring, or do we mainly
need order (our classical heritage)
because our minds and horizons
are cluttered and disorganized, and
the gods expect we can do better?
Or, does neither of these considerations operate, owing to the power
of the dollar over design, now and
forever? Do we have any obligation
to the reality of the past, both
serene and ugly? Does what we
build tell who we are? Various nice
Issues.
Then the dream. It had to do
with teaching. The scene was a de-

serted city parking lot a few minutes before 8 p.m. New Haven,
maybe. In the dream I had been
attending a forum of some sort,
and at the end someone had asked
if I liked ballet. Well, I do, though
I don't get to live performances
very often. It's esthetically pleasing
to see the trained human body in
programmed motion and at statuesque rest.
Well , my informant said, here at
the arts center (where we seemed
to be, in this unidentified city),
there is a ballet performance starting at eight. You could just catch it.
The week's schedule of events was
in the car in the parking lot, and I
dashed out to see what pieces were
being danced at the 8 o'clock program.

Then the dream. It had
to do with teaching. The
scene was a deserted city
parking lot around 8 p.m.
There, after opening the trunk, I
was surrounded by five young
toughs, of both sexes, hoping to
score. Preferably drugs-he must
have some in the car-and if not,
then money. This kind of experience was new, whether in fantasy
or in waking life, and instantly I
saw it as a matter of life and death.
There were no drugs in the car, so
in anger they would beat me up.
Even if they got money (and I
carry rather little cash when traveling), they were probably going to
trash the car, and maybe me.
Gradually I awoke. There was a
segue from dream state to mainlyconscious storytelling. I was the
protagonist in a teaching situation,
a sort of seminar. The aim was to
convey enough about myself and
about life, so that the gang wou ld
stop thinking about violence, would
(without really knowing it) feel that
someone was on their side against
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the world, and would fade away,
doing no damage to me or the
hatchback. They would go off and
wreak their havoc on someone else.
I was a great success. One of the
toughs was even in tears. My earlymorning conclusion, after coming
fully awake, was this: A skilled
teacher can take just about any
given situation and make something successful out of it. Furthermore, what is made, in superb
teaching, is itself art, though painfully evanescent.
Here was a seminar in the parking Iot-an effort not to "explain"
why the car contained no addictive
substances, but rather to "convince"
the toughs that their own time was
being wasted. I imagined them demanding what I had, and not taking no for an answer. And I imagined myself, with supreme calm,
using both words and tone of voice
(sorrow when appropriate, maybe a
touch of sarcasm) trying to give an
account of why I could supply
them nothing.
"Look, I happened to grow up in
a time and place where there
wasn't all this stuff around." "Look,
we all have different experiences in
life. When I was your age, I
cleaned up an office after school,
emptying smelly, spilling ashtrays,
and ever since then smoking has
been repulsive."
They would constantly interrupt
(although gradually becoming convinced), and I would add some
body language, shrugging, saying
(in effect), "Look, I'm no idiot. If I
had something, I'd tell you where it
is. But I don't, and you don't believe it, so I'm trying to tell you
why." It was a terrific performance-and tiring, because of my
unremitting attention to every possible signal, and my split-second
judgment as to how to respond for
best advantage.
This faith placed in attention,
which is the faith of the aircraft
controller, the poker player, the
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downhill racer, the orchestra conductor, and other skilled people, is
one of the truths of the really
superb teacher. In class, no two sessions are alike, and no two moments in any session. There are
sudden opportunities that must be
seized
instantly, and
sudden
plunges-faces to save, continuity
to rescue.
One reason I do not see myself
as a superb teacher is that generally
I feel energized after class rather
than exhausted. I feel that interesting things have happened, that new
connections were made, that certain students in the class advanced
their knowledge, that in our modest collective way we have helped a
worthy writer survive the unfortunate fact of his death, and staved
off our own.
But I do not sufficiently orchestrate the various contributions to
discussion-do not assemble random insights into a secure structure. I don 't ask enough of the
necessary unasked questions (as the
alert conductor would do, looking
over his score and the history of its
performance), and I am incompetent at bringing in , with exquisite
timing, the choice story or anecdote
forever fixing a point in students'

minds.
Only in my dream do I operate
on several levels at once, with perfect intonation, perfect timing, perfect control, while pretending nonchalance. To be perfectly in control
for 50 or 75 minutes, while appearing to be relaxed, spontaneous, tolerant but demanding, and merely
resourceful rather than a master
engineer-this requires sustained
attention. An hour on the Indianapolis Speedway is wearying,
and I seldom attempt it.
Thinking of great teaching as
both art and enervation, I revert to
Peter's seminar. He will have to do
a lot of reading and thinking ahead
of time-make a lot of advance
judgments, as he plans the weekly
syllabus. Weariness arrives almost
immediately-from knowing all
that has to be left out. We wither
from all that we know, since part of
what we know is that those we
teach will be "exposed" only to a
fragment of what is known. We
ourselves are fragments. The feeding of the five thousand was, yes, a
remarkable performance, but even
so, bread and fish are not a balanced meal.
In Peter's seminar discouragement will arise from trying to do a
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special variety of the impossible:
define murky terms. "Esthetics"
surely is not the same as "beauty"
or "creativity." In my conventional
teaching we take for granted that
"literature" is a good thing, and
that some books are important. But
the experience of looking at what is
to be seen (Thoreau's expression)
strikes me as different. We have all
spent our lives blind. Schools do
not teach seeing, movies don't, the
papers don't (their only news about
art is the latest $6 million sale),
American parents don't. "It's all a
matter of taste." What is taste?
"Well, some people are born with
it." "It's kind of sensing what goes
with what." "It means you have the
feeling that something is good, but
you can't tell exactly why."
To take 15 suburban American
young people and in 14 weeks provide the vocabulary for seeing,
shape the mind to contemplate the
worth of seeing, and thus finally to
accomplish transformation and veritable salvation is going to be somewhat tiring. Some students will be
in confusion much of the semester,
if not feeling outright anger, and
may therefore revert to thumbsucking: "It's all a matter of taste."
Watching spit cover an infant's fat
digit is tiring.
One of my few suggestions to
Peter concerned the first class
meeting of his weekly seminar.
Why not take 90 minutes of the
session by walking the students
around New Haven, enforcing silence? Gargoyles to parking lots.
Supply some facts and information
for structures and spaces noticed;
perhaps mention three or four
names of architects and clients, and
give a bland, brief account of what
they were trying. But permit no
talk from the students, maybe not
even questions. No competition
among students, not yet; no showing off; no collective worship or
disdain of appropriate specimens.
Then stop somewhere for an hour,
December, 1985

where each student contemplates in
writing what has reached his eye.
Perhaps in this way, uncontaminated by the glibness of peers and
clues to what the teacher is "looking for," there might appear some
hints of what people can discover
on their own. It has since occurred
to me that perhaps none of the
weekly sessions should take place in
a classroom. Try a church basement, a bank's conference room,
the lounge of a senior center, a
corner of a high school gym, a
couple of gridded sections of an asphalt parking lot at night under
mercury vapor lamps ...
I seem to be contemplating
Peter's course with manic intensity.
Thinking: Maybe a superb teacher,
which I think Peter will be, can't always make something successful
out of a given situation.
The dream. What I should have
done with it was shift the fantasy
toward discovery rather than persuasion. Instead of the five hoodlums going away to wreak havoc
elsewhere, one of them should
have come back. He (or she) would
have seen that the argument I gave
them, in my seminar in the parking
lot, was worth contemplating-that
it arose out of a strange combina-

tion of expenence and Circumstance. The inquisitive thug
would have sensed that if logic and
testimony partly accounted for its
success, nonetheless certain other
phenomena were also operat;ing:
intuition, courage, and an imptovisational dance of faith with judgment. We would talk further.
Then this one who returned
would return again to the parking
lot-years later, as if to a shrine, as
we imagine Paul must have done,
to some particular point on the
Damascus freeway. Our outlaw,
who is by now a speech teacher or
English
teacher,
would crave
further news. But there would not
be any news; there would be only
the noise of American traffic.
Hearing nothing, he would, astonishingly, begin to see. He would
imagine, looking right and left, up
and down , the kinds of structures
that might replace the unfascinating asphalt. So much is possible.
Maybe he thinks, while being born
again a second time in this one
place, about his former bandit
days. Where are the blind and halfdeaf vandals of his youth buried,
unlamented?
From Dogwood, yours faithfully,

c.v.

••
••

Snow
The car, half buried,
Calmed by its shape of snow,
Is a ghost car.
Inside the two lie frozen, waiting.
Whoever they were,
Her blonde hair , red scarf, his wool jacket, face,
They're the same now .
Snow-it's dimmed whatever it was
That took them over the edge.
They're waiting in their ghost car, ghost people.
They're waiting like music ready to be played .

Kim Bridgford
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Apocalypse Later
Richard Maxwell
There is a weirdly intimate relation between movies and apocalyptic lore: the viewer of Rosemary's
Baby, The Omen, Apocalypse Now, and
Night of the Living Dead is drawn
into fantasies that are both archaic
and up-to-the-minute. These films
exploit a sensational but hermetic
text in a medium for which it
might have been designed. DeQuincey once wrote that the coming of the newspaper-in an era
dominated by the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars-was
like the opening of apocalyptic
vials. What would DeQuincey have
said of movies, where the effect of
immediacy, of a terrifying, deathlike spectacle materialized from
nowhere, is so radically intensified?
When the medium of film and the
subject of apocalypse are combined,
even absurd scripts, incompetent
acting, or poor direction matter not
a whit (sometimes they help).
People want to see Revelation on a
screen. They will forgive much for
this peculiar privilege.
The reader will have inferred
that my fondness for the movies
listed above is mixed. The expecta-

Richard Maxwell teaches English and
directs the Film Studies Program at
Valparaiso University. He writes regularly on Film for The Cresset.
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tion of an apocalyptic turn in history has often turned mass movements into disasters: the Anabaptists at Munster (1525) came to no
good end, nor-more recently--did
Charles Manson or Jim Jones. With
its potent appeal to the popular
imagination,
the
cinema
of
apocalypse is likely to play a role
more sinister than otherwise. All
the same, one occasionally finds
films where the use of apocalypse is
subjected to critical analysis: where,
most especially, the links between
cinema and revelation are questioned. One such work is Terence
Malick's extraordinary Days of
H eaven.
Since it first appeared (in 1978),
Days of Heaven has become something like a cult film for critics.
The story in itself is not all that
esoteric. A penniless cou pie in
America, just before World War
One, pose as brother and sister.
When a rich (and unnamed) farmer becomes obsessed with the
woman (Libby), her lover (Bill) encourages her to marry him-they
both think that the farmer will
soon die and that she will inherit
his wealth. Libby weds the farmer,
as planned; he is revivified by her
presence; the inevitable difficulties
ensue. After the two male rivals
end up dead, the woman disappears into a new life, leaving Bill's
little sister (the film's narrator) behind.
Quite promising for a modern
Hollywood film , except that in
Malick's treatment this tale is subordinated to an intricate and mysterious play of images unlike anything else in American movies. The
pictures take on a potency of their
own. The sight of a wine glass
dropped in a river, with fish swimming around it, or of horses
gathering on a hill with a smokeobscured sun in the sky, seems to
fill the screen and the mind in an
eerie way, largely unrationalized by
narrative.

Unrationalized , and yet many
viewers-myself included-will find
that they want to discuss the pictures , to get a handle on them
somehow. There is a limit, after all ,
to the number of times we can
throw up our hands and mutter
about ineffability. A first clue to
Malick's imagery is in a kind of
abstract patterning: each of the
four major characters is associated
with one of the four elements (air,
fire , water, earth). If we follow this
hint through the film, we find that
what appears to be an emotional
struggle among human beings is assimilated into an evocation of landscape. Malick's interest is less in
class or erotic tensions (though he
takes a certain care to define them)
than it is in the way that wind-for
example-spreads fire or that
water puts it out.

When the medium of film
and the subject of
apocalypse are combined,
even absurd scripts,
incompetent acting, or
poor direction matter not
a whit. (They can help.)
Unlike Alan Spiegel (author of a
good essay on Badlands-Malick's
first film-and Days of H eaven in
Salmagundi, Winter-Spring, 1980), I
do not think that this play with the
elements is mere "post-graduate
apparatus." We are being seduced
into looking away from ourselves;
we are introduced to a drama of
natural process which mirrors, then
overwhelms , our usual (selfabsorbed) frame of reference.
Human passion is not so much
magnified by its elemental transformation as lost: subsumed within a
cosmos that threatens to swallow it
up.
We have, then, a peculiarly tense
relationship to the images in Days of
The Cresset

Heaven. They are projected on a

screen, removed from us so that we
can regard them with aesthetic detachment; at the same time they act
as a reminder that humanity is in
some way much smaller than nature. Sitting in front of these pictures I often feel as though I am
about to disappear-not just into
that comforting darkness available
to any moviegoer but into an altogether more encompassing void.
Malick occasionally meditates on
this connection between scrutinizing photographs and becoming
conscious of death. The heroinenarrator of Badlands observes at a
crucial moment, "One day while
taking a look at orne vistas in
Dad's stereopticon it hit me that I
was just this little girl born in
Texas whose father was a sign
painter, who had only just so many
years to li ve. It sent a chill down
my spine . . . . For days afterward,
I lived in dread."
Something rather subtle is going
on here. The speaker's ob ervation
is appropriate to still photography,
where a moment of time is arrested; a sti ll photograph (cf.
Barthes' Camera Lucida) almost always has an elegiac effect, reminding us of dissolutions past and to
come even when the photographer
has tried to downplay this aspect of
his work. But moving pictures are
not quite the same as still ones.
They convey a greater sense of
depth (like the stereopticon of Badlands); they convey, much more vividly than fixed images, a sense of
immediate
presence--of events
(disastrou or otherwise) happening
now.
Malick is declaring his ambition
to create movies that have the
elegiac quali ties associated with a
related but distinct medium. When
the narrator of Badlands looks
through a stereopticon--or when
Malick himself prefaces Day of
H eaven with a montage of still,
sepia photographs-we are faced
December, 1985

with a declaration of intent; we
confront a maker of images who is
working against the grain, beautifully and constructively.
Thus described, Days of Heaven
denies the logic of apocalyptic
thinking. Apocalypse is quite different from the consciousness of
dissolution and
metamorphosis
highlighted by Malick's allegory of
elements and by his desire to associate photography with time's destructive passage. The Greek
apocaluptein means to uncover, to
unveil.
Apocalyptic
revelation
comes as an unveiling, a disclosure
of what was previously a secret. Everything is put in its place once and
for all. What role might the yearning for apocalypse play in a film
devoted to drift and postponement,
to meditations on loss, to end ings
that are inevitable but never allilluminating?

What role might the
yearning for apocalypse
play in a film devoted to
drift and postponement,
to meditations on loss,
to endings inevitable but
not all-illuminating?
Malick first raises this sort of
question at the beginning of Days of
Heaven, when Linda (the narrator)
and the young couple are travelling
on top of a train, goin g to the harvest where they wi ll encounter the
farmer. Linda meets "a guy named
Ding-Dong" who tells her about the
Day of Judgment: the fire , the terror, the entrance of the saved souls
into Heaven, the doom of the
damned-whose cries for mercy
God does not even hear. In a naive
but ensitive way, Linda is impressed. We expect that we will be
hearing about apocalypse again, no
matter how unapocalyptic Malick
may be.

Libby's marriage to the farmer
brings on an apocalypse of a kind.
At first this event is seen on ly in its
millennial aspect. The millennium,
of course, is that period of a
thousand years when Christ and resurrected sai nts are to reign over a
utopian earthl y kingdom. The title
of Malick's film derives from
Deuteronomy 11, where Yahweh
promises "days of heaven upon the
earth" to his wandering tribes , but
is also connected with later and
specifically millenarian prophecies
(cf. the Ezra Apocalypse and The Secrets of Enoch). On the great day of
the Lord, the earth will be transformed into heaven. So it seems to
have been in Days of Heaven, whose
characters loll in a privileged
world, where, as Linda observes,
they are like kings.
The idyll is first disrupted in a
scene where Malick makes elaborate play with the power of veiling
and unveiling. Bill, Abby, and the
farmer watch a Chaplin film (The
Immigrant); Malick draws our attention to projector and screen. Then
he cuts to an elusive moment of
dalliance in a gazebo near the
house. We see from the farmer's
point of view: he is standin g outside the gazebo, where he can observe the shadows of Bill and Abby
cast on a pair of drawn curtains.
They are drunk. T heir profiled
silhouettes
lean
towards
one
another, and a kiss perhaps occurs--or is the kiss only an effect
of air, of wind ruffling this stand-in
for a movie screen?
The farmer's inquiries are temporarily postponed when Bill
leaves, but shortly after his return
the next fall a culmin ating disaster
occurs. Once more the farmer spies
on the couple-this time, however,
without the mediation of a screen,
of a veil that reveals. He thinks he
sees Bill and Abby picking up
where they left off. He is wrongwe know from our slig htl y more
privileged position that they have
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decided to end their affair-but no
one has time to clarify anything. A
plague of locusts descends on the
farm (Exodus? Revelations 9:3?); in
the midst of a nighttime struggle to
burn out the locusts, the farmer attacks Bill with a lantern hung on a
pole. When the lantern is dashed to
pieces, such crops as have not been
destroyed are consumed in an uncontrollable blaze. By the next day
the farmer is dead and Bill as good
as dead.
By this stage of the film, it may
seem that Malick has eased his way
towards apocalypse and apocalyptic
thinking. If his evocations of natural process subsume or overwhelm
a private hum an tragedy, then nature in its turn is overwhelmed: a
cosmos of elemental metamorphoses turns in to a cosmos of definitive
judgment. Certain details may give
us pause, however. The descent of
the locusts wou ld appear like a
punishment from God . . . except
that it occurs just after the corrupting erotic triangle has been resolved . What interests Malick is less
the plague itself than its effect on
the farmer's mind. The farmer
turns abruptly from fighting the locusts to fighting Bill. He is pushed
to a premature judgment, he supposes (erroneously) that he is
eliminating the cause of his misfortunes, both agricultural and romantic. The mi llennium presented by
the film is no less false, an excursion into a pastoral kingdom little
more than a fleeting theatrical pretense. Even Linda doesn't quite believe in it.
Malick's wonderfully cold ironies
suggest that these people are fooling themselves. To put the point
another way, the apocalypse of the
film exists in the misconceptions of
its characters, a principle of confusion rather than of clarification.
This is not to say that Malick claims
an impossible distance from the
quest for revelation. The desire to
tear off the veil , to open the for-
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bidden seals, to understand the
truth definitively and now, is ad mitted by his version of cinema no
less than by anyone else's-however
much he may work against the
grain. If the director connects
photography with an elegiac sense
of time , he also admits his own
complicity in encouraging apocalyptic expectations: not least when
he presents the locust-fire disaster,
where we are allowed, partially, to
share the farmer's delusions.
But Malick's movie stands apart
from most in resisting that logic
whereby apocalyptic and cinematic
thinking intensify each another. We
could say of any movie screen that
projected images appear to rest
within more than upon it, that we
are therefore tempted to go

beyond surfaces. To create the appearance of mystery is equally to
create a desire for revelation. Days
of Heaven makes this desire almost
irresistible-even whi le it warns us
to resist it.
Perhaps the ultimate insight of
the movie is that we learn more
when curtains or veils are not torn
aside , when we can catch just a
glimpse through them, like the
farmer watching the gazebo. If so,
then Malick has achieved a vindication of art as distinguished from
spectacle-something much needed
by the Hollywood of Francis Ford
Coppola or Steven Spielberg.
Cl
(My than/1.5 to Mark Schwehn and
Terry Maxwell for suggestions on the
subject of Malick.)

The Origin of the Crab Nebula
In 1054 the supernova that created the Crab N ebula
became visible in daylight for two years .

This is how religion gets tough ,
One man after another blinking
At the sky. Anything strange
At thousand-year intervals
Will spook us, which is why
Some of us are nervous, checking
The countdown to 2000
When every lunatic will tell us
We are dying.
All of this
Space debris-its explanation
Hasn't kept us from fear,
And though our un is intact,
We imagine somebody staring
At the last hours of his race.
He might as well have gone blind.
Every last nerve sang brilliance
Right through him, something,
At last, to believe in common.

Gary Fincke
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American Images
Gail McGrew Eifrig
Matthew Arnold was right. At
some point in his many words, he
said that while it was certainly the
case that life was difficult and often
sad, it was not the individual events
of a life that made it so. Rather,
"tis that from shock to shock our
being rolls." The collective American being has indeed bounced into
and off of a number of shocks
lately. Earthquakes in Mexico,
hijackings of cruise hips, daily revelations about budget deficits and
cost overruns, new announcements
of foods that will kill us if exercises
don't get us first. Family farms are
going on the block, the desert is
creeping into Iowa, acid rain is
finishing off the fish, and nobody
can teach school well enough to deserve a paycheck.
In this bad-news collection are
two stories that strike me as related, though perhaps their connection is just a quirk in my own
mind . Neither one is very stupendous, but together they seem to indicate a faint pattern, perceptible if
not intelligible, like circles of mushrooms on the cold, dewy fall lawns.

Gail McGrew Eifrig teaches English
at Valparaiso University and writes regularly for The Cresset on public affairs.
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One of these item was the death
of Rock Hudson, and the other was
the revelation that Mi s America's
father and grandfather were, however tangentially, involved in the
civil rights murders of Goodman,
Chaney, and Schwerner in 1964. I
have the feeling that a great American novelist could reveal in these
events a sad and characteristic sequence of shocks to the American
spirit. While we wait for the novel,
a few thoughts in that direction.
Like a good many other of my
countrymen, I have seen plenty of
movies in my life, and I often tend
to measure or remember parts of
my own past in terms of the movies
I saw at the time. One of my earliest recollections was being terrified at the appearance of Magwitch out of the foggy marshes of
Great Expectations, and I still think
that the scene represents all that is
most frightening to a child. On the
other hand, when I imagine my
own childhood's happiest times, I
am prone to think of "Zippity-DoDah" from Song of the South, since I
can remember feeling at the age of
five or six that the song, and the
wonderful colored animals, said
about all there was to say concerning happiness.
Likewise my adolescent years,
while in actuality filled with Kraft
dinner, homework , and violin lessons, seem in my memory to have
about them the gloss and sparkle of
Rock Hudson-Doris Day romantic
comedies. Those sleek interiors and
perky shirtwaist dresses didn't seem
artificial to me, they seemed utterly
real. A true child of the movie era,
I believed in their world of cute
dialogue, cute fights, cute reconciliations more readily than I believed
in my own world. I knew that for
me the eyelash-batting cute smile
never did work, but I kept thinking
it could, because it always seemed
to work on Rock. There was the
man of the Fifties, a Cary Grant
brought closer down to earth-

handsome, tall, funny, and on ly a
little stu pi d.
It would be too much to say that
he was a symbol for all Americans.
But he was an image of a period of
American life recognizable to almost all of us who were young at
the time. He seemed so perfect,
and at the same time so genuine. I
can scarcely remember any of the
titles of his movies, much less the
names or occupations of the characters he played, but I felt he was
an ideal; certainly his characters, in
their spare time, were great company. And, at least in my memory,
he on ly existed there, and at that
time. I never watched his later
manifestations on TV, and so for
me he remained homo sapiens of
the Fifties.
And that was where he had
existed until the unhappy pictures
of him in his last months began to
be printed , and he became an
image of another kind. No longer
ideal, no longer debonair, no
longer youthful, cheerfu l, and cute.
And furthermore, so the revelations went on, he never had been
what he appeared to be. The Rock
Hudson that a generation had
found so enchanting was a part of
the set, and the real person was at
a farther remove from the play
person than anyone knew .
Surely one can be allowed some
minor grief. The sorrow is for the
falseness of the image, or the shallowne s of the age that insisted on
the image, no matter how false it
was. In a way it is a sorrow for the
Fifties that weren't at all Happy
Days, but on ly looked like that to
eyes dazzled by a media only beginning, in those days, to know its
power.
And Miss America? Of course
her grandfather's hobby of dressing up in sheets to scare "niggers
and interfering do-gooders" to
death is not her fau lt. She should
be happy and enjoy her new car
and her scholarships in the best of
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health. What engages the attention
is the juxtaposition of that symbolic
purity in the American image, and
the rooted, genetic, fami ly relation
between that image and its violent,
death-dealing underside.
By now, there's so much tarnish
on the crown that it's a wonder it
still catches the light. Miss America
can't possibly be anymore what
people used to say about her, what
the hype sti ll does-the most beautifu l girl in America representing
all our virtues in human form,
neatly categorized under personality, talent, and swimsuit. Back in
the Fifties, in steamy summer li ving
rooms, fami lies and their invited
guests would gather around the
TV to watch the contest, and all of
us would gaze, if we were young
enough, in awe at that stunning
possibility-Miss America! With our
braids and our braces and our saggin g bobby sock , we thought she
was (even if we on ly said it secretly
to ourselves) wonderful. Even the
grownups seemed to think so.
But now that we are the grownups, what are we thinking about
this sweet white girl from Mississippi and her Ku Klux Klan fam-

ily? We have been willin g enough
before to accept that radiantly smi ling figure as at least some part of
our national image. Can we have
the courage to accept this version,
connected as it is to the dark history of our willingness to subject
other races to inhumanly cruel
treatment as long as most of us
cou ld look the other way?
It wou ld be easiest to say, about
both these re-viewings of images,
that America has changed in some
drastic and depressing way since
the Fifties. We are in the position
of the person who has gone around
to the back of the stage and seen
the masks from the other side. We
are perhaps tempted to shout that
we have been deceived , it is all a
trick, America is not at all what she
claimed to be. But it would be
more true to recognize that when
we choose images for ourselves that
allow us to look at things as though
they were a play, we will always
perceive on ly half-truths. Looking
at the American scene, we need to
remember that. We shou ld choose
our images carefu lly, for they wi ll
reveal things about ourselves that
we wou ld rather not see.
Cl

The Mourning Dove
You found the small head in the circle
of your sights, exhaled long and warm,
squeezed off a shot in that brief interval
between the surging pulses of your wrists,
saw the gracefu l birdshape stutter down
and flap a moment, not understanding.
Close up you can see the separate co lorssienna, white, still warm
in the cradle of your hand ,
its head turned sideways resting on your thumb,
the neckwound barely visible.
Now death is the absolute shape of feathers.

lois Sulahian
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We Confess
Jesus Christ
By Herman Sasse. St. Louis: Con-

cordia. 104 pp. $10.95.

Speaking the
Gospel Today
By Robert Kolb. St. Louis: Concordia. 223 pp. $16.95.
These two recent publications
complement each other. Both
books were written by confessional
Lutheran scholars and both aim at
the en livening and enabling of the
confession of Christ's name in the
church that lives in the twentieth
century.
The Sasse volume provides a
sturdy foundation for Kolb's work.
Herman Sasse (1895-1976) devoted
his life to the articu lation of Lutheran theology. The five short essays contained in We Confess j esus
Christ are exemplat·y of Sasse's precision as an historian of dogma and
his craft as a systematician. We Confess j esus Christ contains writings by
the late German-Australian theologian which focus on the questions
of confession-making, Christology,
the theology of the cross, and the
church's apostolic character.
The work of all Chri tian theology is the articulation of the seminal confession of Romans 10:9,
"Jesus is Lord ." Sasse writes, "To
understand the sense of this confession ever more deeply is the
great, yes, basically the only task of
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all Christian theology. To repeat
this confession, to speak it in ever
new forms, to protect it against
misunderstandings and reinterpretations, and to understand its
meaning for all areas of life-that
is the task of all confession building
within Christendom." Kolb's volume serves to assist Christians in
the speaking of this confession in
the context of North America at
the end of the twentieth century.

Lutheran evangelism is
undercut by both liberal
and fundamentalist forces.
Kolb identifies two dimensions of
Christian doctrine as content and
application. The content of doctrine is supplied by Holy Scripture.
The communication or application
take place as the believer speaks
God's Word. "For God has placed
two messages in the believer's
mouth: a message of wrath and
judgment for those who doubt and
defy Him, for those who trust in
objects of His creative hand to give
them meaning, security, and identity; and a message of mercy and
forgiveness, of liberation and recreation for those who have come to
realize that their gods were not
gods at all."
Speaking lhe Gospel Today demonstrates Kolb's versatility as a historian, dogmatician, pastoral theologian, apologist, and evangelist, as
he works to give an exposition of
Christian doctrine with a view toward its application in Law/Gospel
proclamation. The traditional "loci"
of Lutheran theology are covered
not as isolated topics but as intimately connected chapters in God's
self-revelation.
At the present moment much of
American Lutheranism is floundering when it comes to evangelism.
In some sectors, universalistic notions of salvation coupled with the
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program of liberation theology
have undercut the theological underpinnings for the work of Christian witness. In other segments of
American Lutheranism, Lutherans
have opted to join forces with the
fundamentalists 111 the church
growth movement and in doing so
have
adopted
models
for
evangelism which reduce the content of Christian doctrine to a socalled "simple Gospel," ignoring
"controversial" articles of faith such
as Baptism, Lord's Supper, Office
of Ministry, and Election of Grace.
The concern for a proper and real
distinction of Law and Gospel is
lost in the process.
The whole of American Lutheranism needs to hear the sobering
call to be confessional and confessing. Sasse shows us what it means
to confess Christ crucified; Kolb
gives us solid and substantial assi tance toward the speaking of that
confession.

Cl John T . Pless

Letters lor
God's Name
By Gail Ramshaw-Schmidt. Minneapolis: Seabury. 82 pp. $3.95
(paper).
This is a book of devotional
readings, and it is a good one. Gail
Ramshaw-Schmidt employs the alphabet, clusters multiple images for
God around each of its 26 letters,
and offers the reader a 2-3 page
meditation on each one.
To read these devotions is to
abandon very quickly any initial
uspicion of gimmickery. The alphabet device is reminiscent of
Jewish mystics who saw in the alphabet a path to the knowledge of
God. One thinks of the paradigm
provided by Psalm 119. In this little
book we have a rich and insightful

primer of Christian praise, whose
inspiration comes largely from the
imagery of the Psalter, the works of
the Gospel, and the symbols of the
liturgy.

The reward in reading
this book is in getting
to know God better.
But there are some delightful
surprises. K is for Kuphar (?), a
Mesopotamian boat, an ark for our
flood! Or, X is for Xat (?), a totem
pole which marks the journey with
our ancestors to God, and the
shape of St. Andrew's cross!
Those of us who know this Valpo
grad would expect her book to contain a generous share of feminine
imagery for God. Most of it is a
welcome corrective to our tradition
of heavily male-oriented devotional
language. Here God is a Miriam,
who rescued her brother; God's
companion is Lady Wisdom. But
personally I am not ready to address God as Queen of Heaven,
even if as a complement to God as
King of Heaven.
l am much more instructed by
Ms. Ramshaw-Schmidt's cautionary
approach to God as Father: "F is so
top-heavy that all too eas ily it
pitches over and lands on its face."
Or again, there is a risk of evoking
images of domination in calli ng
God Lord; but the name is properly used when it designates "the
sacred being of God, not some
medieval landowner all dressed up
on madrigal night."
Ultimately the reward for reading this book lies not so much in
helping us with the necessary task
of enriching the vocabulary of our
spirituality; it lies, where I am confident Gail Ramshaw-Schmidt intended it to lie, in knowing God
better.

Cl Walter E. Keller
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Household Horrors
Dot Nuechterlein
Not long ago someone I know
was asked to give a homily on a
familiar Bible story. He wondered
how to find something fresh to say.
"Hey, that's simple," I said.
"Male preachers always miss it, but
the obvious message in the tale of
Mary and Martha is that women
should stay out of the kitchen ."
He decided to stick with a conventional interpretation.

*

*

*

Recently I received the first
hundred or so results of a questionnaire that will eventually include several thousand women.
They live coast to coast, are of all
ages, educational levels, and marital
statuses, include both the employed ..
and homemakers , and in other··
ways represent much of the variety
of contemporary American womanhood.
When asked to name their most
and least favorite household tasks,
the overwhelming majority of these
women said they like cooking and
hate cleaning, especially bathrooms.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Each fall freshmen entering
four-year colleges and universities
in the U.S. fill out a survey concerning their attitudes, goals, and
demographic characteristics. Of the
hundreds of thousands responding
this year, 0.1 per cent of the
females said that their ambition m
life is to be housewives.
The juxtaposition of these and
other items in my consciousness in
a short period has intensified the
feeling that one of these days I really must do more serious thinking
about homelife , traditional women's
work, and all that sort of thing.
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The plain fact is that all of those
tasks that are "never done" must be
done by someone if the home is to
remain a place of nourishment,
health, and good cheer for most
people. Yet I know that many
women are like me: we lead multidimensional lives and see no reason
why sole or even primary responsibility for feeding, clothing, and
cleaning up after our loved ones
should rest with us . I have precious
little leisure time, and you can bet
that none of it is going to be spent
toothbrushing the bathroom tile or
making homemade noodles.

What many of us reject
is the assumption that
because we are female we
should be the ones to
perform certain work.
Now I am in no way belittling
those who accomplish the sorts of
jobs I won't do-to each her own
and all that. I know women who
enjoy and find fulfillment in everything involved in keeping house.
Others take up some special creative task (need lework, gardenin g,
whatever) as a hobby or form of
recreation. Some time back I, too,
took satisfaction in preparing gourmet meals and sewing most of my
own wardrobe. Today the cookbook collection sits forlorn ly, and
only if I think very hard can I locate my steam iron.
What many of us reject now is
the assumption that simply because
we are female we naturally should
be the ones to perform certain
work. Perhaps the old division of
labor-man outside the home,
woman inside-worked well in a
time when choices and opportumues were limited. Today,
though, all of us have the world before us, and if some of us choose to
participate outside, we cannot

sanely handle everything inside as
well.
My fami ly numbers five: two
daughters, one son, one husband/
father, and me. For several years
we divided up most of the daily
duties and rotated them. Even the
youngest at age six or seven ran
the vacuum, did laundry, and took
a turn each week cooking dinner.
Of course someone had to supervise the whole operation, keep the
schedu le under control, plan
menus, and settle the inevitable
"she gets out of too much" disputes. It probably took as much of
my time as doing everything myself
wou ld have, but by now I never
have to worry about how they will
manage without me when I am
away or otherwise occupied.
But these days everyone has a
complicated schedule, and the job
list was adjusted so often much of
it is now abandoned. We teeter on
the edge of chaos, eating more nutritionally-suspect individual meals
and trying to keep our collective
chin above the pile of dirty clothes.
Only one professes any fondness
for cooking-my son-and most
everyone detests everything else
that goes into making the place livable. Good thing our standards are
extremely low. Hiring cleaning assistance helps, but no outsider can
take charge.
The basic question is this: if
women have not the time or energy
or interest to stay in the kitchen; if
wives/mothers follow their impulses
and give up on maintaining a neat
and shining environment; and if
the educated young women today
do not conceive of themselves in
the traditional role; what, pray tell,
will become of us?
Some might suggest that we all
go back to the old way of doing
things. But I can tell you from my
friends, my students, and myself
that we are not about to do that.

••
••
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